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In Our 93rd Year

Murray State Homecoming
Described 'Truly Golden'
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By Dwain McIntosh
Somebody commented that
"it truly was golden."
He could have been talking
about the weatiler on a sunsplashed day when the mercury
hovered in the mid-60s—a
contrast to recent years when
rain and chilly temperatures
have invaded the Murray State
University
campus
for
Homecoming.
He could have been talking
about the effort by the Racers
who bade ancient Carlisle
Cutchin
Stadium
a
Game Story on Page 5
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The Murray High School Marching Band won first place honors at the Mayfield Kiwanis Marching
Band Spectacular held
Saturday. The band has won other honors this year including first place, Majorette Corps, Dixie Twirling Camp,
Jackson, Team:
superior rating, Western Kentucky Marching Festival, Murray State University; superior rating, West Tennessee
Marching
Festival, Dyersburg,Tenn., and superior rating for field commanders and Inspection categories at Dyersburg.
Photo by Graham Wilkins
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The Murray High School
Band won first place honors in
Class A at the Mayfield Kiwanis
Marching Band Spectacular
held Saturday afternoon and
evening at Mayfield.
Other class winners were
Reidland, Class AA; Dyer
County, Newbern, Tenn., Class
Band officers of Murray High School Band, left to right, Saral
B; Greenville, Class C. Murray
Sams, Jimmy Pasco, Karen Hendon, and Beth Wilson, are showi
also was high point champion of
with trophies awarded at the Mayfield Band Spectacula
the entire parade over all other
Saturday. Trophies were for first place, parade competition
bands.
elme A, first place, dual drum major category (overall), am
Murray also was awarded
second place in field competition. Class A.
first place honors for the most
outstanding dural field commanders. Sarah Sams and Beth
Wilson were awarded individual
trophies for their superior
performance in leading the
band on the street and on the
field that night.
The Greenville field comA debate between local mander won the single drum
representatives of the two major award. The Dyer County
major political parties will be majorette corps received the
Next to us, Don Robinson can held Tuesday at the University honor for the most outstanding
twirling corps.
grill the best steak. We're not School Auditorium at 7 p.m.
Steve Moody, Jim Reddrnan,
bragging or anything like that.
and Tom O'Dell will represent
You can't fight facts.
the Democratic party, and
Frost last Friday was so thick Steve Hamrick and T. Wayne
you could track a Rabbit in it Beasley will represent the
Republicans. Joe Geary will
easily.
Russell Sledd, 19, of Murray,
also participate in the
is listed in satisfactory conSomeone found a Calloway Republican side.
dition at the Murray-Calloway
County High Ring, class of 1971
The public is invited to attend
and brought it in to us. If the the debate, and a question and County Hospital this morning,
after receiving multiple stab
owner can give us the initials on answer session will follow.
wounds to the back, according
the inside of the ring, it's yours.
to hospital authorities.
Mrs. Claude Wilson Is
Sledd reportedly received the
Charles Adams of Magnolia
wounds as a result of an encalls to say he had a volunteer
counter with an unnamed
watermelon vine to come up by Patient' At Hospital
juvenile. The juvenile has been
his front door. The thing grew
Mrs. Claude Wilson of 400 released in the custody of his
and grew and still has blooms
on it. Thursday night he North 4th Street is a patient in parents, pending an in"harvested" his crop because the Treatment Room of the vestigation,according to county
he was afraid the watermelons Murray-Calloway County authorities.
The fight occurred Saturday
would ,freeze. The clop: two Hospital.
The Murray woman was night around midnight, at
forty pounders, one thirty eight
and one thirty. Not bad for a injured in a fall at the local Tom's Pizza Palace, according
volunteer vine. Said if he had grocery store on Thursday, to county authorities, but furplanted it, it would probably October 12, and has been ther details of the incident were
hospitalized since that time.
not available.
have done no good.

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

Debate To Be Held
Between Members
Of Local Parties

Sledd Injured In
Incident Saturday

In the field competition that
night Murray was awarded
second place in Class A. Other
winners were Milan, Tenn., first
Dyersburg, third, and Jackson
Central, fourth.
Winners in Class C were
Greenville, first, Central City,
secon, Lyon County, third, and
Leitchfield, fourth. Class B
(Continued on Page Fourteen)

Persons Injured In
Accidents Treated
At Local Hospital
Three persons, injured in
accidents, were treated at the
emergency room of the MurrayCalloway County Hospital on
Saturday and Sunday.
Lynn Preskow, age 18. 601
Hart Hall Dormitory, Murray
State University, suffered a
laceration of the forehead and
an injury of the back in an
automobile accident. She was
treated and admitted to the
hospital on Sunday at 3:10 p.m.,
but has been dismissed, hospital
officials said. Reports are she
was injured in a one car accident on Highway 94 East near
the Clyde Hale home and was
brought to the hospital by a
Blalock-Coleman ambulance.
Sunday at 4:50 p.m. Steve
Bockting, age 21, of 303 North
12th Street, Murray, was
treated for an injury of the right
arm. He was reported injured in
an automobile accident, according to hospital records.
Miss Kathy Kelly, age 17, of
Murray Route Three suffered a
laceration of her right hand in
an autombile accident Saturday. She was treated at the local
hospital at 12:05 p.m. that day,
hospital officials said.

Elizabeth Turner writes in a
poem in which she says she has
rhymes for orange and month
"if you say the words just
right."
Here's the poem.
Fall
Fall is here with frost and cold,
October a beautiful month.
Leaves all over the ground,
This is fact not a hunch.
The leaves all so beautiful,
Yellow ones red and orange.
All the fall colors you enjoy,
Especially if you live on a farm.
By Elizabeth Turner.

The Weather
Probabilities of measurable
precipitation, 20 per cent today,
Members of the Truth Squad,a group formed to inform voters about Republican senatorial hopeful
near zero per cent both tonight
Louie Nunn,appeared Friday at the Holiday Inn at Murray. From left to right: State Senator Walter
and Tuesday.
Baker of Glasgow, Representative Larry Hopkins of Lexington, State Senator Roy B. White of
Increasing cloudiness Wed- Bowling Green, Joe Geary, Murray State Republican
Chairman from Central City, Senator Norman
nesday followed 14f a chance of Harris, Republican leader in the Senate and Steve
Hamrick, Republican Calloway County Campaign
abower‘Thuraday then beam- -(hairman.
ing fair Friday.
"
,(Staff Photo by Mike Brandon
;P.

Homecoming farewell by
building a first half lead and
holding on to turn back Ohio
Valley Conference rival East
Tennessee State University 176.
But the chances are he was
referring to the whole weekend
of
Golden
Anniversary
Homecoming activities attended by a crowd estimated at
between 10,000 and 12,000
people. As another alumnus
bubbler!:
"It was like cgrip meetin'
time in Georgia."
Reigning over the festivities
HOMECOMING QUEEN—Jodie Graff, a 21-year-old junior
marketing major from Sikeston, Mo., was crowned queen of the
40th annual Homecoming at Murray State in pregame festivities
Saturday.

'The Haunted House' To
Open Here Friday Night
One of the new attractions at McCoart and Mrs. Joseph Rose,
the Haunted House this year overall project chairmen; Mrs.
will be a puppet show on Friday M.D.
Hassell,
outside
night, October 27 at 7:30 p.m., decorations and Spiders'
performed by Sock and Buskin Habitat; Mrs. Richard Knight,
from Murray State University. Operations and Left-overs;
The Haunted House, located Mrs. Ted Bradshaw, Tuft's
at 1608 Hamilton, 4.2 block off N. Tomb; Mrs. Darold Keller,
16th Street, will be open from 6 Drac's Diner; Mrs. Howard
to 10 p.m. on October 27, 28, 30, Cites, Funerals and. Mourning;.
31 at a charge of fifty cents per Mrs. Charles Hoke, Maze; Mrs.
person. Refreshments will be Sidney Easley, children's
available and there is ample
parking space for everyone.
(Continued on Page Fourteen)
The Kappa Department of the
Murray Woman's Club, who
sponsors the project, will Great Books Discussion
receive assistance from Alpha
Sigma Alpha, Alpha Delta Pi, Group Meets At Library
and Sigma Sigma Sigma
The Great Books Discussion
sororities and Sigma Chi and
Alpha Tau Oemga fraternities Group will meet at the MurrayPublic
from Murray State University. Calloway County
Committee chairmen serving Library tonight ( Monday) at
this year are: Mrs. Robert seven p.m.
Mrs. James C. Hart will lead
the discussion on the book
"Republic" by Plato.
The public is invited to attend,
according to a library
spokesman.

Revival Now In
Progress At
Local Church

The emphasis tonight for the
second service in the First
Baptist Church's week long
revival will be on the "family."
"We hope everyone of our
church families will be present
and will sit together for the
services," the pastor, Rev.
Richard Walker, said.
' night will be
Tomorrow ,
"Men's Night," during which
the Men's Choir from the First
Baptist Church, Paducah, will
present the special music.
The revival opened with a
10:45 a.m. service yesterday
with the pastor presenting a
dramatic monologue of the life
of Christ. Speaking in the first
person, Mr. Walker told the
story of the Saviour's life just as
he believed Jesus' half brother
James, would have told it had
he been here today.,
Sixteen additions to the
church were recorded in the two
opening day setvices.
Services will be conduted
each evening at 7:30 p.m.
through Friday with the revival
coming to close with the Sunday
evening service, October 29.
The pastor is bringing the
messages, and the music is
under the direction of Rudolph
Howard.

Agape Singers
To Appear At
Murray Church
The Agape Singers of
Louisville, nationally known
interdenominational Christian
folk singing group, will present
a program at the First United
Methodist Church, Murray, on
Saturday, October 28, at seven
p.m.
All youth groups from
churches in this area are invited
to attend this special presentation, according to Chuck
He
Guthrie of the host chin
said if youth groups plan to
attend to contact him so that
preparations can be made for
the refreshments to be served
during the fellowship period to
follow the program,
The group was organized in
1966 by Rev. Proctor Higgins of
Louisville and since that time
over 500 young people and
adults have been involved with
the group. They have appeared
in St. Louis, New York City,
parts of Canada, and in the
Carolinas.
The singers have produced
three record albums which are
"Today Is the Day To Sing
God's Song," "Listen," and
"Take Tomorrow."

FREE KITTENS
FREE KITTENS
Two male kittens, three
Five kittens, six weeks old,
litter trained, are free to per- months old, are free to person
sons for pets. For information for pets. Call 753-2247 for information.
call 753-1348.

of the 40th annual Homecoming
following her crowning in pregame ceremonies was Jodie
Graff of Sikeston, Mo., a 21year-old junior marketing
major who was selected foe-the
honor by a vote of the football
team.
Dr. Harry M. Sparks,
university president, and Miss
Donna Biegert of Bricktown,
N.J., 1971 Homecoming Queen,
placed the tiara on Miss Graff's
head and presented her with a
bouquet of red roses in
ceremonies at the 50-yard line.
Her attendants were: Linda
McGuire, Eldorado, Ill., freshman; Karen McKay, Arlington
His., Ill., freshman; Becky
Smith, Fulton sophomore; and
Ann Wyman, Vincennes Ind.,
junior.
Cutchin Stadium, filled to
overflowing for the highlight of
the weekend that began at noon
Friday with an alumni golf
tournament, has served since
1934 as the battleground for
home football games at Murray
State.
Homecoming next year is
expected to unfold in 16,000-seat
Roy Stewart Stadium—the
project originally scheduled for
completion in the fall of 1971 but
plagued by troubles that have
delayed its inauguration by at
least two years.
Past football captains and
former football coaches at
Murray State were honored at
halftime of the game. Awards in
recognition of their contributions were presented to 34
captains and five coaches.
A parade led by actor Hal
Riddle of Los Angeles, as grand
marshal attracted probably the
largest crowd of onlookers in
the school's 50-year history.
Spectators lined almost all of
the route from the campus to
the downtown area and people
were packed solid around the
court square.
Focused on a theme of "50
Years of Growth and Service,"
tht parade included floats and
bands and caziipuS 'beauties-.
Winners in the float competition
for cash awards were:
Greek
division—Alpha
Gamma Rho and Alpha Sigma
Alpha, first place; Sigma Sigma
Sigma and
Kappa Alpha,
second place; and Alpha
Gamma Delta and Pi Kappa
Alpha, third place.
Non-Greek
division—
Veterans Club, first place;
Baptist Student Union, second
place; and Math Club, third.
place.
House display awards went
to: Alpha Tau Omega, first
place; Sigma Phi Epsilon, and
Alpha Delta Pi, second place;
and Hester Hall, third place.
Riddle, a 1942 alumnus and
native of West Kentucky was
back on the campus to serve as
master of ceremonies for a
(Continued on Page Fourteen
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TAILBACK George Greenfield (41 heads downfield on an end sweep behind a perfect block by end
Bill Farrell (118) in the Homecoming game Saturday at Carlisle Cutchin Stadium as the Murray State
Thoroughbreds defeated Fast Tennessee's Bucaneers 174 for their first Ohio Valley win of the
season. Greenfield piled up 177 yards in 29 carries, giving him a total for the season of 711 with four
games remaining.
a
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Do Billboard People
Really Favor Control?
Whenever we comment editorially on the billboard
blight along our highways, the outdoor advertising
industry politely informs us that it favors control of
tbillboards. Now that industry has a chance to put its
money where its mouth is.
An amendment to the 1972 federal highway bill
now before Congress would undo the slight progress
that has been made toward controlling billboards. It
has passed the Senate and may well halie passed the
House by the time this appears in print.
The Highway Beautification Act of 1965 says that,
except in industrially zoned areas, signs beside
interstate and primary roads shall be limited to
directional and other official signs and notices,
induding natural wonders. scenic and tourist attractions.
The 1972 amendmeift broadens that provision to
legalize those directional signs "pertaining to rest
stops, camp grounds, food services, gas and
automative services,
‘lodging" and natural
wonders. A specialist in the Department of Transportation says the bill would prohibit the department from removing any directional signs which
give information to the traveling public. Within a
matter of days. says this specialist. "every sign in
America can be made a direction sign."
If the outdoor advertising people mean what they
say about the desirability of billboard control, they
will join the environmentalists in fighting this step
backward in the long drawn out flight for more attractive roadsides.—Gainesville (Ga.) Times

Ten Years Ago Today
1.&110411101. & TIMES WILE

Nona Bazzell, Gail Smith, Ellen Watson, David
Watson, _Craig. Calhoun, Kathleen Madrey, Glen
McCuiston, and Johnny 'RelSo-, all of Calloway
County, won championships in the District 4-H
Achievement Day held at Cayce.
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Myers of Murray Route Four
twill celebrate their golden wedding anniversary on
iktober 28 with a reception at the Murray Woman's
Club House.
A group of women met in the home of Mrs Price
Doyle and organized the Calloway County
penealogical Society. Mrs. Cleo Gillis Hester was
elected president.
, Mr. and Mrs. Donald F. Buxton of Auburn, Ala.,
are the parents of a baby girl, Can Louise, born
October 20.

20 Years Ago Today
LILDGEZ & TIMES FILE

Pfc. Joe H. Overcast, son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert
:L. Overcast of Hazel, and Pfc. Clifford Barnett, son
:of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence C. Barnett of Murray
Route One, are serving with the,First Marine Aircraft Wing in Korea.
The tobacco barn of Cleo Grogan of Murray Route
,Five burned yesterday about 3:30 p.m. The barn was
'full of tobacco at the time of the fire.
, Births reported at the Murray Hospital from
'October 20 to 22 include a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
William Barker. a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Ray
Mitchell, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Harry Russell.
The sophomore class at Almo High School will
present the play. "Aaron Slick From Punkin Crick"
:on October 24. Cast members are Darryl Lockhart,
;Geraldine Wilson, Daphene Herndon, Bobby Fay
iClark. Jean Futrelle, Dwain McClard, and Ronald
;Pace.

Bible Thoughtfor Today
(,And the Word of the Lord came unto Jonah the
econd time.—Jonah :1:1.
We all have run out on God at some time or

anothert, but how wonderful it is to know we are
given a second chance

Isn't It The Truth!
•

by Carl Itiblet Jr.

One of. the several distasteful thingbout any
olifirian is that he wants to shake your and instead
Your.miiic114e wiNgortepubUcan candidate sees
ou coming out of McGovern-h-ealquhrters- -and
n't believe it.
110iilly by starving The ccmscience can one
s's
• successfully engage in politics."
—Dictionary of Opinions

Talks With The Candidates

According To Boyle

it's bad, no doubt
about it. .and when you go to
socialism . . .
Q—Well in the Senate race,
do you think there are any basic differences so far in the platforms of Iluddleston and Nunn?
A—No. They're both politicians. . .and will go right on
doing what I'm against as a
conservative._.
Q— You mean
would
•
Nunn. . .
•
. . People are thinking
he's conservative, but he's not .
. other forces maybe want to

get him so they can tell him
Q—At this time, let's face it,
what to do.
the whole cotton-picking thing
Q--Other forces: Could you is the presidential campaign.
identify them?
That's all you hear. Their main
A—Your president, and mine. interest is in promoting the
Q—What about Huddleston?
(presidency).
A—. . I can't see that he
The Senate race is more or
offers anything different ... he less going ( begging) . . had
would be no protection for us we been able to run for the
as conservatives. . . he would Senate without the presidency
go along with I the liberals).
being there, I could say I'd be
Q—Then I guess I needn't ask on an even keel in every way.
you about the People's Party . . . But Mr. Nunn has not
candidate'
only coupled to a lot of money,
A—Oh, well, (William Bar- but has coupled to the presitley ) has been going around dent. . aand Mr. Huddleston
stripping everything and he's with the Democratic party. The
got a one-track mind. .
very' -senatorial issues me being negintelligent mind. . . but that lected. . . you go into a restaudoesn't aiways get the job rant and the talk is, "I'm not
done. . .everyone tells me he going to vote for a president."
sticks to that strip mining bit.
They think Nunn's promoting
Q—You use the name Helen the president, Huddleston's proBreeden. Do you have a hus- moting the democratic candiband?
date and Bartley's against
A—Yes, his name is) Rob- them both.
ert. I have two grown children.
Q—What do they think of
I have four grandchildren.
you?
Q—Why do you use Helen
A—They try not to think at all
Breeden instead of Mrs. Robert of me I laughing).
Breeden?
A—Well, I'll tell you, it's like
back in the old school days. I
sort of like to be called Helen
LETTERS II EDITOR
amaZ
when we first meet because I
araaibissaamaarliisma,
feel we're friends until proven
otherwise. I'm like the courts, Dear Editor:
If that's all right with you.
Senator George McGovern's
Q—This brings me to wo- economic program probably
men's lib. How do you feel on has stirred up more excitement
that subject?
and less thought than almost
any other campaign issue.
A—I'm for equal rights.
The other evening, for
Naturally,
being
a
businesSwoman, I'd like to example, Spiro Agnew gave
see...women get the pay if McGovern's program his usual
intellectual analysis and
they're doing the job.
decided
that it is "bizarre."
. . but when they start telling
There are a few who will
me(they ) don't want to be women, then I know this country's settle for that simplistic
evaluation. For more thoughtful
gone for sure (laughing).
Q—Well, fortunately, that's voters, however, the recently
published (Newsweek. October
not an issue in this campaign.
opinions of a qualified
23)
A—don't know. . . the only
thing ) is by being avoided. I economist, Paul Samuelson,
feel this is a possibility, that I will be given considerably more
weight.
could get more publicity.
Mr. Samuelson, who is
Q—Then possibly you may
not be getting as much public- beholding to neither political
ity ( because you're a woman) party, points out that personal
earnings at every income level
as the male candidates?
A—This is what I'm thinking. will be less heavily taxed under
. . now I'm not going to critize Senator McGovern's tax
anybody. All the newsmen have proposals than under the
current laws. He admits that
been very nice.
Q—But you think maybe it's some tax loopholes such as oil
drilling and citrus groves would
the system?
be hit.
A—Right.
As for our Gross National
Q—Y4sa,have been traveling
around the state widely, I take Product, employment, and
profits under McGovern,
it?
A—( I have been mostly limit- Samuelson turned to computer
ed to Louisville, northern Ken- forecasts made by non-partisan
banking
and
university
tucky and Lexington so far),
Q—Then you are extra de- organizations. Two are neutral;
pendent because of lack of one forecasts a higher GNP
funds and organization on under Nixon; and two show a
higher GNP under McGovern.
media, isn't that true?'
A—I'm hampered because of
Samuelson's professional
lack of funds like the $90,000 oat:rations
of.. Senator
the other two candidates have McGovern's proposals are well
already spent. And might acio worth thoughtful consideration(
that if peoples, Wdbld back a Ify-airtritertsted-voteral
candidate who would really
Myron Mike Bradley
fight, I wouldn't 'need any $90,808 Guthrie Dr,
000 to beat those two guys.
Mutray, Kentuaii-arn

A,

BEER CHEAP

October The Best Teetotaler
is tempted
Month Of The Year in Europe
A Tribute to October: The Very
Best Month of the Year
Editor's Note: Hal Boyle is
sometimes asked by readers
which of the more than 7,000
colunuis he has written is his
own favorite. Here it is, reprinted from his recent book,
"Help, Help! Another Day!"
By HAL BOYLE . .
NEW YORK (AP) — If the
Lord whispered in your secret
heart that you had but oh1
month to live and let you pick
that month, which would you
choose? I'd say October.
The birds love it, the beasts
love it, and nian himself then
stands upon the summit of the
year.
October is all the other seasons wrapped into a 31-day
grab-bag package, tied with a
rainbow ribbon. It is the period
when Mother Nature, the great
dramatist, brings her traveling
road show to a climax.
This is the month that, like a
cider press, squeezes out the
best juices of all the other
months—the promise of spring,
the sultry days of summer, the
afterglow of autumn, the premonitory chill of winter. Everything that walks the earth feels
an amber thrill, a tremendous
bubbling vitality that sings in
the pulse.
Now is the glory of the uia.,

American Nominee Hoping Other Leon J. Reed
Retires After
Two Will Cancel Each Other
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) —
Following are excerpts from a
tape-recorded interview with
Helen Breeden, American Party nominee for U. S. Senate.
Question—are you organized
yet (after taking the place of
William Embry, who resigned
to take part in the National
American Party campaign)?
Answer—Yes
all of a
sudden you're nominated. . . I
feel that once I entered, it was
to win, regardless of the odds.
Q—That's my -next question.
What do you candidly feel are
the odds?
A—Well, there's a fairly good
chance. If the other two (Louie
Nunn and Walter Huddleston )
throw enough rocks at each
other, I'm hoping they'll fall
down and I'll be standing there.
Q—How are you going about
it? What's your main thrust?
A—Well, I'm doing all the
(television and radio) media I
can. . . things will get pretty
hot these next (few ) weeks.
Q7.--How about financing?
A—My expenses aren't going
to be too high. We've usually
got someone in area who will
put me up. . .So it's mostly a
matter of getting the invitations
( to speak l."
Q—Well, can this compete in
these days with the mass
media and money available to
the major candidates?
A—Yes, if I can get anything
at all in the final two weeks . .
. any exposure, even on the
news, I think could ( help me
cut down some of their lead.
Q—Do you think that had
George Wallace been head of
the American Ticket this year
your chanches would have been
greatly enhanced?
A—Probably, oh yes, we all
seem to feel that way. These
things happen. . .We're not going to hitch our wagon to one
star . .We're all driving for
this. The idea is to not lose our
government to people who
would want to take all our
rights away.
Q—Then I take it that like
your president nominee ( John
Schmitz) you believe in the
conspiracy theory—that worldwide government under whatever guise has been for many
decades attemptirig to take
over completely?
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Military Years

FRANKFORT, Ky.—
Saturday, Oct. 7, Col. Leon J.
Reed
was honored.. and
honored.. and honored. Retiring
after 32 years of military service, Colonel Reed has been
referred to as the "father of
Kentucky's Civil Defense."
The marathon of testimony
and recognition began with a
meeting of the Kentucky Civil
Defense Council. State Adj.
Gen. Richard L. Frymire read
the
first
of
many
proclamations, one in which
Gov. Wendell Ford declared
Oct. 7 "Leon J. Reed Day" in
And
that
it
was.
Proclamations were read in
alphabetical order from virtually every county and city in
the state. Colonel Reed was
made an honorary captain of
the "Belle of Louisville," and
"admiral of the Eddy Creek
Navy," and a "lifetime
honorary county judge." The
customary gold watch was not
forgotten,
Colonel Reed first was
assigned to the Kentucky
Division of Civil Defense in 1956.
He filled various staff positions
and was made deputy director
in 1964.
Colonel Reed is generally
credited with encouraging the
growth of Civil Defense
preparedness in Kentucky to its
present state. Over the years,
according to a representative of
the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers, "wherever there
has been a disaster, there was
Leon Reed."
Following the meeting, former North Dakota Gov. John E.
Davis spoke at a testimonial
luncheon attended by about 150
persons.
Davis, present director of the
Civil Defense Preparedness
Agency of the Department of
Defense, presented Reed with a
Distinguished Service Citation
in recognition of his service to
state and national civil defense.

'verse manifest, im--111 the
mighty pagent of the hills each
patch of woods elects its own
tree beauty queen. You like the
dogwood? We don't quarrel. I'll
take the maple, that yellow
torch!
One suddenly had been given
magic color glasses. The stars
bend nearer. And that big blob
of moon-a child feels it is so
close he could reach up with a
knife and spread it on his bread
like butter.
The stag stamps on the hilltop and lifts an amorous bugle
to the night.
The squirrel, bright-eyed and
bushy-tailed, becomes an annual miser. The bear invests
his excess profits in fat, planning to live off this stored capital until he emerges from his
hibernation next spring, cross
and bankrupt.
The wind at night now had
become a violin, playing a love
song for the young, a last tune
of youth for the old. Do you
stay awake to hear it? You'd
better! He only plays a little
while, this wandering fiddler in
the dark.
October wears a crown and
makes every man a king. It
bears the harvest superiority of
the rounded apple over th8 petaled flower, the advantage
fruition and achievement have
over pale promises. April is the
fledgling'politician of the year,
saying, "Stock with me, and
we'll go places." October is the
mature statesman holding out
the golden reward.
Everyone knows when October is here. The air feels like a
raise in salary.
The boss smileth, the workman giveth a full dayth's—I
mean day's—toil and cometh
home at evenfall to a cheerful
wife. She forgetteth to find
fault.
Yes, it's a grand time—too
late for hay fever, too early for
pneumonia. It's a flood in the
blood, a high tide measured by
the turning sun.
There's no tax on it, so spend
it while you have it. No October
Lasts forever, and there is no
real guarantee it will ever
come again.

ROME — Quenching one's
thirst may prove a strange
and difficult proposition for
the American abroad.
Many a teetotaler has taken
the plunge here, where beer is
cheaper than a soft drink and
chilled wine is more readily
available than a glass of cold
water.
Miter is generally not
served with a meal. You may
specifically request it, but be
-sure to ask for plain water or
you are likely to end up with a
bottle of mineral water, a carbonated European standard.
Don't be surprised if you get a
strange look from the waiter
and a lukewarm glass. Certainly don't expect crushed
ice a la Americana.
You can get a Coke in Europe; ask for Coca-Cola.
Fanta is the popular term for
orange soda.
The term "lirnonada" often
brings a 7-Up-type beverage,
but don't be too sure. It can also bring a plain, uncarbonated lemonade.
And be prepared to pay a
bundle for the luxury of a soft
drink. In Rome we paid more
for a 6-ounce Coke than we
spent on a quart of good German beer. And in Paris the
Coke cost more than the large
ham'sandwid2. it . accompaeied.
.
The Northern Europeans
are wizards with tea, of
course, but the coffee 13 not so
reliable. They serve cafe au
lait )half strong coffee, half
hot milk) with continental
breakfast, but it's sometimes
hard to get a hot black coffee,
American style, especially in
the afternoon.
And American coffee fiends
are definitely advised to
B.Y.O.B. (of instant, that is)
when visiting Italy. For
breakfast here, "coppoccino"
is served, cafe au lait with a
handful of sugar. Nice if you
like sweets, rather overpowering if you don't.
Famous Italian "espresso"
coffee seems like a cup of
steamed grounds to most
first-timers. Many Americans
liken it to bottom-of-the-pot
mud.
Greek coffee can take your
head off and the timid are advised to order "nescafe," not
the actual brand name but
rather a Greek euphemism
for "weak" American-style
instant.
Don't expect refills anywherein Europe. You pay for
coffee by the single cup, arid
generally that's all you get.
Wine in Europe flows free;
minors can partake. Passable
wine is very cheap, and for a
few cents more fine wine is
obtainable. Along with it goes
the elegant European ritual of
tasting and serving.
Wine festivals abound all
over Europe in the summer
months, where visitors pay
for a glass, then sample up to
60 different wines in a garden
setting.
Be forewarned about Greek
"retsina," though. It's a wine
laced with resin, a taverna favorite that is reminiscent of
Pinesol at first sip. But keep
drinking — the flavor grows
on you. If not, you can order it
"aresinato" I without the resin), which the Greeks serve
American "sissies" with
smiling understanding.

Nunn Blasts Vote
Of Huddleston On
legislative Issues

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Republican senatorial candidate Louie B. Nunn Thursday
accused his Democratic rival of
voting to spend funds which he
knew the state did not have.
Nunn said Democrat Walter
"Dee" Huddleston voted the
state "into drastic financial
trouble" at a meeting of the
Louisville Bar Association.
The meeting had been billed
as a debate between Nunn and
Huddleston. However, Huddleston encountered trouble in Western Kentucky getting an air
plane and was unable to attend.
Nunn delivered his remarks
in debate style anyway, addressing the absent Huddleston
as "you."
"Why during the legislative
session of 1966 and again in the
special legislative session of
1967 did you vote to spend
funds which gm knew the state
did not haver Nunn asked. "Is
it not also true that you voted
The
for every program in my budgNorth
Cascade
et during the 1968 session of the Mountains in NS ash ington
Stale contain :lb glaciers
General Assembly.
ernering 103 square miles.
Sphinx nioths ars front
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Miss Ramona Edwards Becomes Bride Of Byrn Home Scene Gene Steely In Double Ring Ceremony
Genealogical Meet
At The Reidland Baptist Church
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Miss Mary Lynn Morris, center, was crowned "Miss Woodmen Rangerette" at the first annual
contest sponsored by the Tau Phi Lambda Sorority WOW. In the background, left to right, Cindy
Hurt, contestant: Rhonda Garland, second runner up; Kimberly Johnson, first runner up; LaDon
Roberts. talent sinner: Tammie Crouse, contestant.
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Scene Of Jessie
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opened her home for the
meeting of the Jessie Ludwick
Circle of the First Presbyterian
Church held on Tuesday, October 10, at one-thirty o'clock in
the afternoon.
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The devotion was given by
Mei-best Brooks. Her
remarks were based on Psalm
23 and closed by reading the
translation of the Japanese
version by Toki Miyashina.
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Mrs. Otis McNelis gave the
program on the theme, "Faith
At Work."
The chairman, Mrs. Hendrickson, presided and opened
the meeting with prayer. The
same officers were retained for
the coming year. Mrs. Charlie
Crawford led the closing
prayer.
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Refreshments were served by
Mrs. Hendrickson to the nine
members present.
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Miss Mary Lynn Morris, ten
year old daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Calvin P. Morris of
Murray Route Seven, was
crowned
Miss
Woodmen
Rangerette Sunday, October 15,
at the first annual contest,
sponsored by Tau Phi Lambda
sorority, Woodmen of the
World.
The winner ef the talent
award was Miss. LaDort
Roberts, twelve year old
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Billy
Ray Roberts of Murray Route
Two. She played "Love Story"
and "Red Sails in the Sunset"
for her presentation.
First runnerup to Miss
Rangerette was Miss Kimberly
Johnson, eleven year old
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
James Johnson of Murray
Route Three.
Named as second runnerup
was Miss Rhonda Garland, nine
Year old daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Jimmy Garland of Murray
Route Three.
Miss Morris, a fifth grade
student at Murray Middle
School, performed a piano solo
as her talent. Her hobbies are
swimming, tennis, boating, and
music.
Each was presented a
marble-based trophy, roses,
and ribbons. Each of the fifteen
-'crintestatits"-swas Woodmen Rangerette pin.
The girls were judged on their
poise, beauty, personality, and
talent. The judges were
representatives of business,
modeling, and
teaching
professions. Judges were Linda
Clark, Howard Bugg, and Helen
Trainer, all of Clinton.
Dick Stevens, senior voice
major at Murray State
University, served as emcee.
He sang at the Miss Kentucky
Pageant, been lead singer in
Campus Lighs for three years,
and is a member of the
lakeside Singers. He enetertained during intermission and
following the presentations.
The stage front consisted of a
looped mesh of pink, green, and
white paper with the girls entering through a trellis which
was entwined with pink and
green flowers and ribbons. The

format of the -contest was
patterned from the Miss
America pageant.
After each Rangerette entered through the trellis and
DEAR DREAMING: It's highly unlikely that your docdescended down the walkway
tor has more than a professional interest in you. Many
through the audience, she was
women get crushes on their doctors. it's a combination of
asked a question concerning her
gratitude, admiration and hero-worship, but it's only tempointerests by the emcee. Each
rary, so if I were you. I wouldn't tell him how i feel about
then presented talent which
•him. Follow his advice, but don't take it personally, dear.
they had composed themselves.
The afternoon contest opened
DEAR ABBY: When will people become more considerwith crover Burkett, WOW
ate of elderly,baby sitters? Right now my widowed mother
area manager, introducing the
in law, whose income is from Social Security and babyjudges and Mr. Stevens. ,Mrs.
sitting, is sick in bed with the flu which she picked up
Loretta Jobs, field represensitting with a sick child.
tative welcomed parents,
' I think it's unfair to call a sitter to sit with a sick child
friends; and relatives of the
=less you at least warn the sitter that she is exposing
contestants and expressed
herself to an illness.
&appreciation
to Shirley's
This has happened to my mother in law before, but she
Florist, J.H. Churchill Funeral
says that once she gets there she is committed and she
Home, Holland Drugs, and the
wouldn't think of refusing to sit
Ledger & Times for their
I think the sitting fee should be doubled for sitting with
promotion and decorations for
a sick child [that's only $1.50 an hour), then maybe parents
the contest.
would think twice about spreading their children's diseases.
Or better yet, they'd stay home, where parents should be
The pageantry committee•
when their children are sick.
was composed of Martha AnCONCERNED
drus, chairman, Judy Scribner,
DEAR CONCERNED: I agree, sitters (eider!), and othMarilyn Walker, Cynthia Hart,
erwise) should be warned that the child is sick, but I doubt
Loretta Jobs, and all members
if doubling the tee would be as inducement to risk exposure
of Tau Phi Lambda.
to an illness.
The other contestants were as
follows:
DEAR. ABBY - As a new mother who is breastfeeding
Lisa Smith, daughter of Mr.
her baby, I've been reading about the bosom debate with
and Mrs. Roy Smith, piano solo.
great delight.
Jane Suffill, daughter of Mr.
It's been novel to have changed from a "34 B" to a "38
and Mrs. Lawrence Suffill, jazz
C," tho I'm finding my expansion rather matronly. My
dance.
baby doesn't care as long as it's full and warm.
_ Robyn _Ray, daughter-of Mr.
I'd like to share an anecodote another nursing mother
and Mrs.— Iftellityt--- gypsy
told at a recent La Leehe League meeting—that's the orpantomine.
ganization devoted to good mothering through breastfeed---'"
Angela Manning, daughter of
ing. She said that shortly after the birth of her fourth baby,
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Manning,
her husband took her to the Playboy Club for their first
piano solo.
outing She was still feeling dowdy, tired and blue, especialDana English, daughter of
ly after seeing.these glamorous bunnies. Then her husband
Roy English, acrobatics.
said, "Well, theirs may be pretty, but at least yours work."
Cindy Hurt, daughter of Mrs.
Her spirits were instantly elevated.
"TIT FOR TOT" IN
Jean Hurt and Larry Hurt,
SANTA MONICA
piano solo.
Tarnmie Crouse, daughter of
Problems' Trust Abby. For a personal reply, Write to
Mr. and Mrs. Elvin Crouse,
ABBY, BOX 69700, L. A., CALIF. WOO and enclose a
piano solo.
stamped, addressed envelope.
Lisha Bucy, daugher of Mr.
and Mrs. Howard Bucy, piano
solo. "
Leah Hill, daughterof Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Hill, song.
Lisa English, daughter of Roy
Monday, October 23
29, are invited. For information
English, song.
The Continuing Education call Della Boggess 753-6270 or
Teresa Smith, daughter of program for conununity nurses Margo Mclntosh
753-9748.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Smith, a will be held in the Conference
monologue by "Edith Ann."
Room at the Murray-Calloway
The Kirksey PTA will have its
County Hospital--st-Is30-paad - annuai-"Back to School Night"
with Dr. J. R. Ross as speaker. at 7:30 p.m. at the school.
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By Gamma Omicron
Sorority Chapter
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The
Omicron
Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi held
its fall Rush on October 10, at
the Hopkinsville Federal
Savings and Loan Community
Room.
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Its the sport boot of Dunham Continental
Tyroleans ! Suede uppers, with full
cushioned leather lining and insole. Speed lacing.
Distinctive Vibram lug sole.
Mark one up for comfort!
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A model meeting for the
guests was held explaining the
procedures and traditions of
Beta Sigma Phi.
After the meeting, refreshments were served and a social
hour was held for the guests.
Mrs. Judy McClure won the
door prize.
Guests present were: Mrs.
Judy McClure, Mrs. Linda
Chadwick, Mrs. Charlotte
Donelson, and Mrs. Paulette
James.
Members present were: Mrs.
Charlotte Lamb, Mrs. Dot
Barrow, Mrs. Joyce Houston,
Mrs. Linda Fain,- and Miss
Martha Hendon.

1

-4

DEAR ABBY: 1 have been seeing a doctor about my
nerves, and I guess you could say I have developed a crush
on him.
Abtw, he is the kindest most understanding man I have
ever known. Just being near him gives me such a calm
feeling. I hate to leave his office. We are about the same
age [501 and he is married, too. He knows my marriage is
a shambles because that is part of my problem and I've
discussed it frankly with him.
He advised me to spend a weekend at a resort motel
with a pool and get away from the pressures of home for a
few days Do you think he was hinting that he would like to
meet me there? He said, "Doctors have pressures, too, you
know"
When I told him I felt unappreciated and unattractive,
he patted my hand and assured me that I was a very
attractive woman that ANY man could appreciate. Could
he have meant that HE could appreciate ME?
When I told him my sex life was dull and =fulfilling he
said I should be more aggressive, and not wait to be
pursued. Was he trying to encourage me subtly?
Should I tell him how I feel about him? 1 have a hunch
he has a special interest in me, but I don't want to make a
• DREAMING OF 1)0C
complete idiot of myself.

The next meeting will he held
on October 26, at the home .of
Yffida

•

The The ta Department of
the Murray Woman's Club will
meet at the the club house at
7:30 p.m. with Dr. James Byrn
as speaker. Hostesses will be
Mesdames John Mikulcik, N.T.
Beal, Rudolph Howard, and A.
I,. Hough.'

Providence
• The
New
Homemakers Club will meet at
the home of Mrs. Anton Herndon at one p.m.
The Murray Quota Club will
meet at the Triangle Inn at 12
noon.

The Panorama Birthday Club
A joint Halloween Party for
all Woodemen of the World will meet at the home of Mrs.
Ranger
Rangerette William Moffett at ten a.m, to
and
members in Murray and honor Mrs. Janice Boyd and
Calloway County wilj be held at 'Mrs. Louise Short. All neighborhood ladies are invited.
6:30 p.m. at the WOW Hall.
Recovery, Inc., group
therapy type meeting for people
with an emotional or nervous
problem, will meet at the
Murray Mental Health Clinic,
702 West Main Street, at seven
p.m. All interested persons are
invited. --For information Call
753-5915.
Tuesday, October 24
Senior Citizens will meet at
the Community Center on Ellis
Drive to quilt and make articles
for the bazaar.
The Baptist Youry Women of
Baptist
the Sinking Spring
Church •• will have a get
acquainted tea in the fellowship
hall of the church afnn p.m.
Ml s
to

Keduesilai. outeher 25
Ladies day luncheon will be
served at noon at the MurrayCalloway County Country Club
with Mesdames Haron West,
Thomas Miller, James Biggs,
Chester Thomas, Tremon
McReynolds, Ronnie Hutson,
Felix Dunn, L. D. Miller, and
Vernon Cohoon as hostesses:
Bridge will be held with Mrs.
Henry Holton and Mrs. Roy
Stewart as hostesses.
The • Purchase
Area
Homemakers will meet at
Murray State
University
auditorium at ten am:
The Senior Citisens
meet
at-the Douglas Center41,one
p.m. A film wJ1 be shown. •

The
Calloway
Count',
Genealogical Society met in the
home of Mrs. James Byrn on
Monday, October 9.
Mrs. Charles Stubblefield.
president, presided. The
secretary, Mrs. Humphrey Kc)
read the minutes and called the
roll.
It was announced that twothird of the total number of
books printed of "Bible
Records of Calloway County
have been sold.
During the social hour Mrs.
Byrn served refreshments.
Others
present,
nof
previously mentioned, were
Mrs. John J. Livesay, Mrs.
Wesley Waldrop, Mrs. Price
Doyle, Mrs. Clifton Key, Mrs.
Carl Lockhart, Miss Maude
Nance, and Miss Erin Montgomerh.
The next meeting will be held
Menday, November 13, at the
home of Mrs_Clifton Key with
s I aickhart as cohria

By
Barbara Jewell

Mrs. Gene Steely
Miss Ramona Edwards, wards, brother of the bride.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Mrs. Edwards, mother of the
Edwards, Reidland, became the bride, selected for her
bride of Gene Steely, son of Mr. daughter's wedding a floorand Mrs. Aubrey Steely, of length gown of rose color with
Murray Route Four in a can- an - ivory cymbidiurn orchid
dlelight ceremony Friday, trimmed in pink.
The mother of the groom,
September 22.
Rev. Charles Saylor per- Mrs,_Steely, wore a floor-length
formed
the
doublering gown of blue color with an ivory
ceremony at eight o'clock in the cymbidium orchid trimmed in
evening at the Reidland Baptist blue.
Church.•
* Reception
Mrs. Jayne Crisp, organist,
A reception following the
presehted a'program of nuptial wedding was held in the church
music before and during the fellowship hall. Serving at the
table were Mrs. Wayne Darnell,
ceremony.
Mrs. Duncan Wells and Mrs.
Bride's Dress
The bride enteretl the sanc- Gary Edwards.
tuary escorted by her father
After a wedding trip to
who gave her in marriage. She Acapulco, Mexico, Mr. and Mrs.
wore a formal gown of ivory Steely are now at home in
peau de soie. The natural Murray.
The family of the groom
waistline featured a fitted
bodice and a Victorian neckline entertained with a rehearsal
with Bishop sleeves. Her chapel dinner Thursday evening at
length mantilla and train, Ramada Inn.
trimmed in Venice lace, flowed,
from the back. The bride
carried a bouquet of sweetheart
roses, ivory bridal roses,
daisies and baby's breath tied in
love knots.
Serving as matron of honor
was Mrs. Stephen Wallace,
sister of the bride. Bridesmaids
were Miss June Cline of
Owensboro and Miss Lynn
Whistne of Panama Canal Zone.
All attendants wore empire
waist line dresses of rainbow
colors with matching picture
hats. They carried bouquets of
rainbow colored daisies and
field flowers.
Attending the groom as best
man was Larry Hurt of Murray.
The groomsmen were Dan
Poyner, Will D. Thornton of
Murray, Danny Steely, brother
of the groom, and Gary Ed-

THE PLANT
WITH A BLADDER
One of the most unusual
plants in nature's vast array of
creations is a floating plant
known as Blaelder wort 11)-Jis
rootless plat:II—Was compartments called bladders. Minute
water animals swim into these
bladders
where they
arc
trapped and provide food for
the Bladderwort.
This floating plant produce,
tiny flowers. The most common
colors .„,of these flowers are
purple and gold. The Bladderwort plant -is common in temperate regions of the United'
States.
Flowers say what words can't
express. There is no more appropriate final gift than a lasting tribute of beautiful flowers.
We handle these arrangements
with the utmost care and dignity.

PAN Shoppic
808 Chestnut, Murray
753-6100

Christmas
calendars

Dr. James Frank
Speaker At Meet
Sigma Department
- Dr. James Frank of the
Health, Physical Education,
and Recreation Department of
Murray State University was
the guest speaker at the
meeting'of the Sigma Department of the Murray Woman's
Club held on Monday, October
9, at seven-thirty o'clock in the
evening at the club house.
"How To Give Up and Win"
was the theme of the talk by Dr.
Frank who was introduced by
the program chairman, his
- wife, Mrs. Frank.
Mrs. Clegg Austin department chairman, presided and
Mrs, Allan Russell, secretary,
read the 'minutes, Mrs. John
Gregory gave thoughts for the
day on "Friendship."
Announcement was by Mrs.
Rob Ray.chairman,that tickets
at one dollar each are on sale
for the Children's Style Show to
be held November 2 at the
University School auditoritun.
-Mrs. Dick Stout, chairman Of
the project Breakfast with
Santa, scheduled for Saturday,
December 9, at 9:30 a.m. named
her committees.
During the social hour
refreshments were served ja>
the hostesses, Mrs. Harold
Hurti Mrs. Robert Buckingham,
Mrs. Bailey Hendricks; Mrs.
All. Crass, and Mrs. George
Ed Waldrop.
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Accutron®by 3ulova
Keep him timely with an Accutron calendar
watch ...guaranteed accurate to within
a minute a month.'
A. CALENDAR "AC" 1414 gold filled Water resistant Gm Roman numeras
on a silver dial Black strip WS.
R. CALENDAR "CL" 145 solid rola case Water resistant Black edged block
*veers on a marbleized russet dial Of OVIrl leather strap S250.
- C. CALINDAR "CC" Stainless steel Water resistant Granit grey dial
Matching twit grey corfam strap with silver edge $133.
,
D. CALENDAR "CIA" Stai
e %roe r ovate.
,
Stainless steel link band sits
,

rP,ct,.nr

Furches Jewelry
113 So. 4th Street

Phone 753-2835

•We will adios( to this precise tolerance, if necessary Guarantee is for one sear
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NAPA, Calif. (AP) — "How
sweet it is," Canadian George
Knudson chortled after breaking a two-year victory drought
Sunday in the final round of the
$150,000 Kaiser International
Open golf tournament.
"Now," the 35-year-old
Toronto native said, "I'm gonna play one week then go home
for two months."
Knudson, winner of eight tour
titles but whose last previous
victory was the 1970 Robinson
open, fashioned a front-running
70, two under parfor a 271 total
and a three-stroke decision
over big Bobby Nichols and
Hale Irwin, tied for second at
274.

Both closed quickly in the
cool, cloudy weather that settled over the 6,819-yard, par 72
Silverado Country club course,
but neither ever was a major
threat to Knudson who held a
lead of from five to seven
strokes most of the way.
Nichols, a former PGA
champ and now a club pro at
the Firestone Country Club in
Akron, Ohio, scored a hole in
one on the 197-yard seventh
hole en route to a course record
64, eight under par. Irwin put a
66 on the heels of hir65 in Saturday's third round.
Grier Jones was next with a
69-276 and Bobby Mitchell was
alone in fifth at 70-277.

Racers Put On Show For Homecoming I
Crowd; Defeat East Tennessee 17-6
the partial crowd had a chance
to roar. On the Racers' first
series of plays, a 29 yard run by
Greenfield sent the fans to their
feet and Murray to the 11 yard
line of the Buccaneers.
Quarterback Mike Hobbie
gained nine yards in two keeper
plays before going in from two
yards out for the touchdown.
The extra point kick by Dennis
Meyers soared through the
uprights and out of the stadium
to give Murray a 7-0 lead as only
four minutes had elapsed in the
opening period.
Two of the first three series of
the Buccaneers ended in interceptions. Paul Coltharp

By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
As George Greenfield goes,so
goes the Murray State Racers.
Greenfield turned in a sparkling
performance Saturday afternoon and led Murray to a 17-6
Homecoming victory over East
Tennessee as 8,500 fans packed
Cutchin Stadium.
Last season, playing under
the shadow of now injured
tailback Rick Fisher, Greenfield gained 616 yards. With his
177.3yards Saturday, Greenfield
now has 711 yards and seems to
be on the way of erasing
Fisher's record of 1,078 yards.
It didn't take very long before

Lynn Grove, Kirksey Remain
Undefeated In County Action
Three games were played in used the 13 point production of the Redbirds by hitting for eight
county elementary school Teddy Alexander to take a 36-21 points apiece.
11 10 4 15-40
Faxon
basketball Friday night with win over Ahno.
13 15 25-63
10
Concord
21-53
New
12
4
16
Kirksey
New
and
Kirksey, Lynn Grove
2 8 10 8-28
Faxon (401—Morris 11,
Almo Concord picking up winss
Kirksey 153 i —Futrell 2„ Blankenship 14, Elliot 2, Kirk 3,,.
Lynn Grove remained undefeated by thrashing Hazel 68- Lovett 3, Rogers 4, Russell 3, Walker 2 and Duncan 8.
Concord (63(—Duke 2,
45 while New Concord jumped Beach 17, Watson 2 and T.
Zacharetti 7, T. McCuiston 24,
on Faxon 63-40 and Kirksey took Futrell 2.
Almo (28)—Wells 11, Miller Denham 2, Gibson 18, and S.
Almo with surprising ease, 5310, Stubblefield 6, Fike 1, Haley McCuiston 10.
28,
*
At Almo, a slow first quarter and Scott.
Lynn Grove remained in a
New Concord, leading by only
start by the Warriors combined
with a tough Kirksey defense two points at halftime and first place tie with Kirksey by
enabled Kirksey to remain trailing after the first period of taking a 68-45 win over Hazel.
undefeated in county play. play, rallied in the final half to Hazel led at the end of the first
Kirksey jumped to a 16-2 lead at romp over Faxon. Both teams period by one point but the
the end of the first period and are now 1-2 in conference play. Wildcats rallied back in the
Ted McCuiston paced the second stanza for a 29-24
coasted the rest of the way to
Redbirds by scoring 24 while halftime lead.
victory.
The Wildcats outscored Hazel
Tommy Futrell paced the Gibson added 18 and Steve
Eagles with 22 paints while Lee McCuiston 10. Blankenship led 39-21 in the final half to account
Beach added 17. Mike Wells led Faxon with 14 while Morris for the lopsided victory margin.
Larry Martin paced Lynn
Almo with 11 while Miller added 11. NeW Concord romped
chipped in with 10. In the to a 53-15 win in the preliminary Grove by hitting for 26 points
preliminary game, Kirksey game. Walker and Webb paced whole Tommy Chavis tossed in
s
.

15. Barrett paced the losers with
15 while Chrisman and Lattimer
each added 11. Lynn Grove took
the preliminary game by a 47-24
score. J. Chavis paced the
winners with 11 points.
11 13 4 17-45
lazel
Lynn Grove 10 19 17 23-68
Hazel 1451—Barrett 15,
Chrisman 11, Cooper 2, Lattimer 11, Gibson, 2 and Jackson
4.
Lynn GrOee (681—Lockhart 6,
Stone 8, Martin 26, T. Chavis 15,
Orr 4, Gardner 5, J. Chavis 2
and Morris 2.
Games this Friday night will
find New Concord at Lynn
Grove while Almo is at Hazel
and Kirksey entertains Faxon.

Weekend Sports
In Brief

Baseball
CINCINNATI — Consecutive
sixth-inning doubles by Gene
Tenace and Sal Bando drove in
two runs to lead the Oakland
Athletics to a 3-2 victory over
the Cincinnati Reds in the sex enth and deciding game of the
1972 World Series.
Golf
BUENOS AIRES — Ben
eastern division of the con- grounder by Leon Wurth. With
By MIKE BRANDON
ference.
runners at first and second, Crenshaw of Austin, Tex., shot
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
a three under par 68 to lead the
As witnessed in the World
It took extra innings in the White drilled a single to score
Series, the ability to win the first game before a doubte by -Herm and tie the game at 5-5. United States to a come from
close ones always pays off. Just 1972 Murray High graduate Richard Bietmerman put behind victory in the Men's
ask Charlie Finley and his David Hughes droving in the Murray ahead with a single to World Amateur Team Championships.
Oakland Athletics or ask
winning run. With two out in the score Wurth.
SYDNEY, Australia — Bob
Each team scored two runs in
Murray State baseball coach ninth, catcher Bob Andzul
Johnny Reagan if you can't find drilled a single to left. Hughes' the final inning. White ac- Murphy of Bartow, Fla., used
in the last eight
Finley around.
shot into right brought in Andzul ,counted for the two Murray five birdies
Reagan's Thoroughbreds won with the eventual winning run. runs in the seventh with a two holes to finish five under par at
67, total 278 for 72 holes, and
a pair of one run games at
Southpaw Jerry Weaver went run single.
to
Friday
'
Middle Tennessee
Southpaw Russell Peach score a three stroke victory
the distance and did not allow
close the fall season. The vic- an earned run in his nine in- started on the mound for over Sockrei Onsham of
tortes leave Merray in first flings of work. Weaver allowed Murray but gave way to Greg Thailand in the $30,000 Wills
place of the western division of only five hits while fanning Englar after retiring two men Masters tournament.
PINEHURST, N.C. — Don
in the first. Peach had two
the OVC with a 5-1 record. If seven and walking two.
of White Plains,
Massengale,
his
in
walks
two
and
strikeouts
Andzul
Murray can win their six
Rick Weisman and
N.Y., carded a 68 for a 72-hole
conference games next spring, each had two hits, while short perid of work.
280 and a two stroke triumph
then the 'Breds will be in the Hughes, Coulson, Barrett,
Engler worked si six innings
running for the OVC title Wurth and White all hit safely. and gave up three runs and over Bob Bruno in copping the
against the winner of the Coulson had a two run single in seven hits before giving way to $100,000 PGA Club Pro Chamthe fifth to account for the other Ernie Miksell, who recorded the pionship.
NAPA, Calif. — George
two Murray runs,
final out of the game. Engler
Knudson won his first tourney
run
h
tree
a
ih
nightcap,
the
In
while
victory
the
for
credit
got
1.41.1:41WItst'
in two years with a final round
fifth inning proved to be the Miksell picked up the save.
a 17-under-par 271 for 72
70,
difference. Middle had scored
Mike Bono, Richie White and holes and a three-stroke margin
the
in
one
and
first
the
in
four
tire
belted
-ply
bin
stroapest
Sees
Barrett each had two hits at the $150,000 Kaiser InterseconSt
,..,,
.
,_
had
ca.-13
Murray eve
d while
0.12 07
.'
'
T.b.
Steve Coulson, Johnny national Open.
while
scored one run in the second,
T„
F.A.
Rayburn, Richard Bietmerman
TUCSON, Ariz. — Betsy
mooted
third and fourth innings.
hit
a
had
Weisman
Rick
won the $30,000 GAC
and
Rawls
a
with
fifth
the
Barrett opened
Tire prices staff as low as 510.40 ea.
with three strokes to
Classic
single and went to second on a apiece.
plus $1.61 Fed. Ex. Tax for Sears
spare over six opponents.
4-PLY CRUSADER in 6.00-13 size,
walk to Weisman. Bono singled
Baseball at Murray State will
Auto Racing
took close Tuesday when the Junior
Office in Barrett and Weisman
Sears Catalog Sales
BRANDS HATCH,England —
third. We sman was out at Varsity hosts Austin Peay at 3
Murray, KY.
Jean-Pierre Beltoise of France,
home, trying to score on a p.m.
Southside Shopping Center
, in a BRM, won the Victory
Grand Prix at an average
speed at 106.36 m. p. h.
ROCKINGHAM, N.C. — Bobby Allison broke wale from
Richard Petty and four other
drivers to take the American
500 stock car race in a red and
gold Chevrolet that averaged
118.275 miles per hour.
General
ROME — Motorcyclist MauMei° Cecere was killed during a
500-kilometer race when his
cycle crashed against another
vehicle.
Tennis
HONG KONG — Dick Dell, of
Bethesda, Md. upset top seed
Mike Estep of Dallas 6-2, 6-2 to
win the men's singles title in
the Hong Kong Grass Courts
championships.
VANCOUVER, B.C. - John
Newcombe of Australia bested
Marty Riessen of Chicago 6-7,
7-6, 7-6, T-5 for the men's sin11
Free Self-Service Vacuum, Too
gles, title at the $50,000 Inter1002 Chestnut Street
national Tournament.
/

picked off the first pass and the
second pass, picked off by Bill
F'ryer, led to another Racer
pportunity.
After Fryer returned the
interception from the 27 down to
the 21, Murray was slapped with
a 15 yard penalty for clipping.
On a fourth and 23 from the 33 of
East Tennessee, Chuck Cantrell
came in to try for a field goal.
Cantrell appeared to be short
with the kick but the wind
picked the ball up and Murray
got three more points as the
football hit the center of the
crossbar and bounced over for a
50 yard field goal.
Early in the second period the
Racers started another scoring
drive. A 24 yard pass from
Bobbie to Jeff Votaw followed
by gains of 12 and 16 yards by
Greenfield carried Murray
down to the East Tennessee
two.
Greenfield capped the 80 yard
drive on the 12th play by going
over from the two. The PAT by
Meyers was good and Murray
had a 17-0 advantage.
Neither team was
able to
put together any scoring drive
in the final minutes of the first
half as both defenses tightened.
Statistics in the first half
found 220 total yards while the
Buccaneees had 126. Murray
picked off three Buccaneer
passes in the half, two of which
were nailed by Coltharp.
Greenfietdrushad for 105 yards
in the half.
In the thfrd period Murray
was not able to move any farther than their own 49 yard line
as the three Racer series ended
Michigan State's Brad Van
Pelt led the Big Ten pitchers in
strikeouts this season with 55.
Now he's concentrating on football as the Spartan's co-captain.
The Atlanta Braves had a 4757 record early August when
Eddie Mathews replaced Luman Harris as manager.

in a fumble, an interception and
a punt.

Buccaneer tailback Bob
Hardy ended the Racer shutout
hopes as he broke up the right
sideline and carried the pigskin
45 yards down to the Racer one
to set up a first and goal
Once again the Racer defense
situation.
Two plays later Chadwick was outstanding. Left Tackle
went over on a keeper from the Jerry Stanley had eight tackles
one to put the Bucs on the board. as did linebacker Farris. Larry
The PAT failed and with 5:43 Bruck, Tony Menedez, Matt
left in the third period, the final ,Schappert and Farris all had

Ottawa, which lost its first
scored
Minnesota
five
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
won its third straight.
three,
goals
after
York
straight
New
AssociIn the World Hockey
ation, now there is just one had led 3-0 early in the game. Tom Martin, Bob Leduc and
Wayne Connelly scored twice Bob Charlebois scored for the
with none.
for
the Fighting Saints, in- Nationals while the Quebec
The Chicago Cougars captured their first victory in the cluding the winning goal. Ron Nordiques' goals came from
new league Sunday night, beat- Ward got two goals for the Jean-Guy Gendon and Guy Dufour.
ing the Los Angeles Sharks 4-2. Raiders.
The Cougars' victory leaves
Just the Philadelphia Blazers
Without a victory in the young
season. The Blazers fell before
Winnipeg 6-3 Sunday.
In other WHA games, Minnesota nipped New York 5-4
and Ottawa edged Quebec 3-2.
The Cougars, 1-4, got an early 2-0 lead behind Bobby Whitlock and Jan Popeil. The
Sharks cut the margin on Larry
Mavety's score but Bernie
Bianchette added a third goal
for Chicago. LA's Bert Crashley scored with four minutes
left and the Cougars' Dick Proceviat tallied into an open net
with 10 seconds remaining.
The Blazers are winless in
four games. Christian Bordeleau scored twice for WinniPhone 753-4576
peg and the Jets led 3-0 after
the first period, then 6-1 after
two. Winnipeg outshot Philadelphia 38-17.

Dr. H. C. Denham
Optometrist

Announces the

Opening

of his office in
Bel-Air Shopping Center
Office Hours: 9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
Monday Thru Friday
9:00 a.m.-12:00 noon Saturday
Closed All Day Thursday

FREE!!
16-0z.
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Tomorrow, is the day! Come on in,
filler up at the ASTRO and we will wash your
car Shiny Bright .. . and the Wash is on us!
That's right. ..

s-

STAFF

FREE!

* STANDARD OIL PRODUCTS *
* CHEVRON GAS *

4

Astro Car Wash

Paducah, Ky.

---sseksessasessless-

fill-up
8
gal.

000

minimum

I,

TUESDAY SPECIAL

IIW.

With

1

SILENT GUARD

36,„

five tackles..
Murray had 268 net rushing
yards and 56 passing for a total
yardage of 314. East Tennessee
had 192 yards on the ground and
87 in the air for a total of 279. In ..
department,
penalty
the
Murray had 113 yards in
penalties while East Tennesse
had 36, a factor which kept
Murray from scoring more.
The Racers, 2-4 overall and 13 in OVC play, will be at Eastern
Kentucky for a 2 p.m. game
Saturday.

Cougars Take First Win Over.
Los Angeles In New WHA League

Racer's Close Fall Season With
Two One-Run Wins Over Middle

0er
Gia
)reheStra

score of 17-6 on the scoreboard.
In the final quarter, Murray
ran only two series and could
not get any farther than their
own 46. East Tennessee had one
drive going but a fumble on the
Murray 19 was recovered by
Bill Farris.

•
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Sunoco
Master Charge
Bank Americard
American Express

TO Spirit of 76. . . lives at Union Oil

BARRETT SERVICE CENTER
401 Stiuth 4th Street

Murray, Ky.
EXPIRES NOV. 20

Phone 753-9868
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Rediscover Kentucky

Johnson County Apple Festival
Held; Successful-Despite Rain
was the handsome ComBy Helen Price Stacy
WEST LIBERTY, Ky.— monwealth of Kentucky float,
Johnson County Apple Festival depicting the state unity theme.
Shriners from several Ken1972 was colored red and yellow
with basket after basket of tucky cities brought their color
and music, and antique car
home-grown apples.
This year's event also was owners joined the parade with
tinged with silver in the form of vehicles form another era that
a light sprinkle that hung strangely did not seem too out
around on Saturday, but the of place.
Miss Rhonda Hall 1972 Apple
misty rain was ignored by the
several thousand visitors who Queen, and Miss Bridgit Blair,
traveled to Eastern Kentucky to Miss Big Sandy Valley, added
-bisoty to the parade.
enjoy the weekend.
If'there were unnoticed
Following a custom of eight
heroes of the big apple festival,
years, downtown streets in
it would be those who helped
Paintsville were closed to
form the parade.. Each year it
traffic, leaving wide thoroughseems more impossible than
fares for the throngs of people.
ever to work all the units into
Sidewalk vendors sold balloons,
line as they feed into the parade
while street concessions
from side streets, but each year
manned by volunteers from the
it works beautifully.
various school, scout, church,
The
Apple Festival is
civic and development clubs
Johnson County's way of
supplied pies, cakes and canshowing off its produce, its
died apples.
county and its people. Planning
Members of the Paintsville
for the celebration has become
Garden Club, veterans at
a year-round project that pays
stirring apple butter in giant
off each October.
kettles, took turns helping
"We try to make enough
promote that spicy goodness.
money selling apple butter to
Fragrances from the cinnamon,
apples and woodsmoke hovered
over the entire Apple Festival
Scene. Little maids dressed in
bonnets, ruffled gowns' and
pantaloons, tog-ether with
Mama Maids
similarily
costuned, added to the oldfashioned theme of the annual
event.
FRANKFORT, Ky.—Most of
A highlight of this year's
us probably have a tendency to
festival was the return of
the last
Johnson County native, Loretta relax a bit during
of the year. We've
quarter
Lynn, to give four perworked hard all year, the
formances.
holiday season is approaching,
Born in Butcher Hollow near
besides, we're going to
Van Lear, the country music and,
down again comes the
star is a favorite throughout buckle
new year.
Eastern Kentucky. Her festival
audiences included some
But, for the state Division of
families complete with parents
Forestry, the last quarter of the
children,grandparents,and in a
year is no time for relaxing. The
few instances, even great state's
fall fire season falls
grandparents.
between Oct. 15, and Dec. 15,
each year, because of the dry
Elmon
Davis, festival
conditions that usually exist
chairman, welcomed visitors to
during the period.
the event which heshelps
During the tall period, and
produce each year. It was Davis
the corresponding spring
who helped design the window
display of apples that actually season (March 1-May 15), state
laws prohibit persons from
launched the parade of apple
setting fire to "any flammable
feativala.a few_years ago.
"The floats were gorgeous," material capable of spreading
said Mrs. Raymond Davis of fire, located in or within 150 feet
Fort Lauderdale, Fla., who of any woodland or brushland,
returned to her native state of except between the hours of 4:30
Kentucky for the Apple Festival p.m. and 12 midnight, or when
and stayed over for the the ground is covered with
Sorghum Festival in West snow."
Liberty.
Forestry
Fire
Control
She and a group of friends had Director Maynard Marcum
'gathered on a side street to urges all
Kentuckians to be
watch the two-hour parade. The especially fire conscious during
'floats, each decorated with the fall months.
apples, were decked with pretty
'There are a greater number
girls. In the parade this year
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Best Sellers Begin At 40 Says Novelist Of First Writing Effort

By JOY STILLEY
AP Newsieentres Writer
NEW YORK (AP)
provide funds for charity
When Marilyn Durham deprograms throughout the year,
cided to learn to paint she
" Mrs. Mitchell Preston said, A
member of the Paintsville started right in doing portraits.
When she decided to learn to
Garden Club, Mrs. Preston is a
sew she went out and got five
veteran of many apple festivals. yards of wool and a pattern
and
"When I make a sale here at the made a coat.
festival I know I'll have a
And when she decided — at
satisfied customer. Our apple thg age of 40 — to write, she sat
butter is guaranteed to please." down at her typewriter and in
Flea markets were set up on
two months turned out a novel,
"The Man Who Loved Cat
various city streets,
can make as much as $100 Dancing.'
"If I'm going to do something
or as little as 10 cents," said
Elmer Cox, a
retired miner I want to try to do it right and I
from Jacksonville, Fla. Cox, don't want to start with little
baby stuff," declared the Inwho travels most of the year diana
housewife-turned-author
selling his wares at various as she lounged shoeless on the
festivals, had glassware, rugs, bed of her Manhattan hotel
clothing, novelties and "knick room.
knacks." He travels in Ken.Feet tucked under her and
tucky, Illinois, Wisconsin and smoking one cigarette after another, she recalled the day a
Indiana.
Visitors to this year's festival year ago when she was ironing
came from throughout the shirts in her Evansville home.
United States, Mexico and She still held the starch spray
can in her hand as she went to
Canada. All of them seemed to
answer the telephone.
enjoy the apple sauce cakes, hot
"It was my agent calling
apple pies, cider and other from New York to say that the
products that continue to b be a book had been sold," she relure for one of Eastern Ken- members. "It took a while to
tucky's biggest festivals.
get through to me I hung up the
phone and just stood there.
Then I picked up a cigarette and
put it in my mouth and tried to
light it with the spray starch."

Forresters Urge Care
As Fire Season Begins

other book "to keep from going
crazy" while she waited. This
second novel, "Dutch Uncle,"
will be published in 1973.
She admits she probably
would have gone on sending
"The Man Who Loved Cat
Dancing" to every publisher in
the business. "I didn't think it
was great but I did think it was
a story with action, love, a beginning and a middle and an
end. and someone ought to buy
it — I've read worse."
After that the breaks came
fast The movie rights have
been sold, the book has been
chosen as an alternate Book-ofthe Month Club selection, paperback reprint and foreign
rights have been sold and it has
received critical acclaim.
"But by far the most exciting
moment for me was opening the
box of books and seeing 10 copies with my name on them,"
says Mrs Durham, a soft-spoken woman who talks matterof-factly about her first trip to
New York, her television appearances and her new status
as a celebrity.
So far, she says. life hasn't
changed much for the family,
which includes husband Kilburn. Social Security Department field representative, and
daughters Elaine. 17. and Jennifer. 14.
"Jennifer did get a horse out
of it," her mother reports, "and
I suppose eventually our life
will change. I hate to cook and
She had been sending the
manuscript to one publisher at-. wash dishes and bake pies and
1114§11 and iron but I'm just not
ter another for :More than a
year. meanwhile starting on an- • on to how to give the job to

of fires in the spring, than in the
fall, but the fires that do get
started this time of year are
more apt to spread and are
more difficult to control," he
said. In the fall, there is more
fuel ( dry leaves) on the ground
to feed the fires, and the strong
wind, that are prevalent at this
time of year help spread the
flames. Also, the leaves are
flurry—not compact like they'll
be after the first snowfall—and,
therefore, they'll burn fast."

"However, this goal can't be
attained unless everyone who
frequents the forests is consicious of the fire hazards that
exist and does his part to insure
that the potential fires don't
become actual fires."

Someone is waiting for you to get
in touch.
Dialthem long distance. Today.
Dialing direct is easy. Here's how:Just dial "1," plus the area
code (if it's different from yours), plus the number. It's quicker than
placing your call through the operator—more personal too! So dial
long distance direct, and save.

the hero on a horse and suddenly I had a western."

Coldwater News

Doing research, she came
upon the state guidebooks written during the Works Progress
Administration era of the 30s.
"The one on Wyoming was the
most detailed and exactly what
I needed, so that state became
the setting," she explains.

Visitors At Flt

Once she gets in her new
house Mrs. Durham plans to
"shut myself up In one of the
extra rooms, look through all
the false starts I've made and
see if they seem like they might
go somewhere. If not I'll think
up something else."

You're never

too old
to hear better

Having made up her mind to
write, she "cold-bloodedly begab examining all the possi.bilities." She arrived at "Cat,"
as she fondly refers to her story
set in Wyoming Territory in the
Chicago, Ill.—A free offer of
1880s, more or less through the
special interest to those who
process of elimination.
hear but do not understand
"I wanted to write an adven- words has been announced by
ture story because I like to read
Beltone. A non-operating model
them," she relates "But I
couldn't write a spy story be- of the smallest Beltone aid ever
cause I didn't know enough made will be given absolutely
about espionage. I hate murder free to anyone answering this
MARILYN DURHAM
mysteries. so that was out. I advertisement.
Try it to see how it is worn
thought about a Gothic roan extra room for me to write mance but I made a plot outline in the privacy of your own
in."
and it seemed utterly boring home without cost or obligation
Up until now her writing because I knew how it comes of any kind. It's yours to keep,
bedroom,
room has been the
free. It weighs less than a third
out.
where she works regularly
of an ounce, arid WV all at ear
starting at 8:30 a.m. after the
"Then I made notes for a level, in one unit, No wires lead
kids are in school and her hus- historical novel. I had a lot of from body to head.
band at work "I type until facts but couldn't seem to get a
These models are free, so we
lunchtime, get up and run story that came to anything. It suggest you write
for yours
through the house, have lunch couldn't be a contemporary now. Again,
we repeat, there is'
and sit down for another couple chase novel because I know no cost, and certainly
no obligaof hours, then get out whatever nothing about modern devices
tion. Write to Dept. 2014, Belwe're going to have for dinner for chasing people. So I set the
and matsa pass at a shirt with story back in time and that put tone Electronics Corp., 4201 W.
=Victoria, Chicago4,11.006.

FREE!

Acting Forestry Director
Harry Nadler said the division
is hoping for its best forest fire
record ever this year.
"This spring, we had a lot of
damp weather which helped
keep the loss of Kentucky's
timberland and wildlife due to
forest fires to a minimum,"
Nadler said. "If .the number of
fires during the fall season is
comparably low,1972 will be the
most successful year for forest
fire prevention in Kentucky's
history.

someone else yet. We are buy- an iron.' •
ing a larger house though — 11 - Mrs. Durham
explains of her
rooms
and we'll finally have decision to write a book, "l'he
fact that I was going to be 40
pretty soon had really been bothering me. At 15 I gave myself until I was 23 to become an
actress. In my 20s I gave myreit a few years to do other
things like learn to swim and
ride a horse, but I never did any
of them. I realized that when I
was 50 I'd still be daydreaming
that next year I was going to do
something."
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Mrs. Sandersc

By Mrs. Ophelia Razz
October 16, 1972
Mr. and Mrs. Devoe Br
have moved to their new 1
near Stella.
Mr. and Iktri. Billy Lamt
children were recent gues
Mr. and Mrs. James Black
children.
Mrs. Kathryn Ivey and
Bronzie Murrell visited
Carlene Lamb recently.
Mrs. Sarah M. Sanderso
Miss Treva Peay and
were recent guests of M
Mrs: C. E. Richie.
Mrs. Algie Tabers an
Carlene Lamb were
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Give your salads delicious, excitingly different flavor with Swiss Chalet dressing.
Smooth, exhilarating. Vacuum packed for
freshness. Unlike any dressing you've ever
tasted.
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Keeping you in touch
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Visitors At Homes In Area With
Mrs. Sanderson Honored At Party
By Mrs. Ophelia Bazzell
October 16, 1972
Mr. and Mrs. Devoe Bridges
have moved to their new home
near Stella.
Mr. and Mrs. BBly-Lamb and
children were recent guests of
Mr. and Mrs. James Black and
children.
Mrs. Kathryn Ivey and Mrs.
Bronzie Murrell visited Miss
Carlene Lamb recently.
Mrs. Sarah M. Sanderson and
Miss Treva Peay and others
were recent guests of Mr. and
Mrs: C. E. Richie.
Mrs. Algie Tabers and Miss
Carlene Lamb were second
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
J. T. Tidwell and sons.
Mrs. Freed %ticker and
daughters spent Saturday
night with her mother, Mrs.
Algie Tabers.
Miss Debbie Tucker was a
second Sunday guest of Bro. and
Mrs. Ralph Reeves and
children.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Darnell
of Ohio are visiting his mother,
Mrs. Josie Darnell and other
relatives in Kentucky.
Mrs. Sherwood Potts was a
second Sunday afternoon guest
in the home of Mrs. Josie
Darnell. Mr. and Mrs. Flavil
Pendergrass, Mr. and Mrs.
Jerry Pendergrass and son also
visited them.
Mrs. Lottie Pendergrass and
Mrs. Ruth Watson were guests
one afternoon the past week of
Mr. and Mrs. Flavil Pendergrass. Others have called.
Sunday afternoon guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Hopkins were
Mr. and Mrs. Newell Hopkins
and a friend, and Mr. and Mrs.
Jennings Turner. Edison
Hopkins and Mr. and Mrs. Cody
Darnell have called recently.
Recent guests of mine were
Miss Edith Duncan, Mrs.
Lyman Dixon, Mr. and Mrs.
Robert L. Bazzell, Mr. and Mrs.
Jennings Turner and Mr. and
Mrs. B. A. Davis.
Mrs. Maggie Glass and
Tirruny and Miss Carlene Lamb
spent one day recently with
Mrs. Hattie Watson. In the
afternoon, they and Mrs.
Watson visited Mrs. Effie Bean
and Miss Ruby Turner.
Mr. and Mrs. Jewell Dowdy
have returned to their home in
Michigan after a vacation with
relatives in Kentucky.
Recent guests of Mrs. Lillie
Bazzell were MMrs. Newell
Bailey, Mrs. Kelly Herndon and
children and Mrs. Herman
Darnell.
Mr.and Mrs. Wilson Mayfield
have returned to their home
after a visit with his mother
Mrs. Laura Mayfield and other

•
Katterjohn
for Congress.
PO Pot Ad,

Central Shopping
Center

Open 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Monday thru Saturday

TOSES

Highway 641-N

relatives in Kentucky.
Recent guests of Mrs. Sarah
M. Sanderson were her grandson, Pvt. Johnny Williams, and
buddy, Pvt. John Price from
Fort Campbell. Ky.._ 'They also
visited his brother, J. D.
Williams at Murray State
University.
On October 5, Mrs. Sarah M.
Sanderson was honored with a
birthday party at her home in
Coldwater. Those present were
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Christenberry, Mrs. Maggie Glass and
Tommy Class, Mrs. Cletie
Black, Mrs, Algie Tabers, Mrs.
Hattie Watson, Mrs. Janice
Edmonson
and son, Greg,
Mrs. Norma Dean Darnell, Kim
Darnell, Jess Darnell, Kim .
Comfort Mothreal, Mrs. Reva
Johnson, Mrs. Bernice Johnson,
Mr. and Mrs. Virgle Bridges,
Mrs. Ruby Benton, Louise
Benton, Miss Treva Peay and
the honoree. We wish her many
more birthdays.

1-6 p.m. Sunday
Prices In This Ad Good
Mon.-Tues.-Wed., Oct. 23-25

In Murray

BANKAMERICARD
welcome

MEN'S SHIRT

LADIES SHOES

50% Polyester
50% Cotton

The Classic Pump
in 3 colors for

Solid colors.
Top stitched in white.

your selection

Hospital Report
October

19,

Sizes S-M-L-XL.

Reg. '7.50

1972

ADULTS 113
NURSERY 5
DISMISSALS
Larry Doyle Puckett, 1165
Poplar St., Murray, Ralph
Hughes Tidwell, 519 S. 7th.
St., Murray, Mrs. Glenda Sue
Prandon, 809 Guthrie', Murray,
Mrs. Rhonda Kay Higgins, 809
Guthrie, Murray, Mrs. Barbar
Anne Torian. Hopkinsville, Mr'
Estelle Wallace Wyatt, Rt. •
Benton, Mts. Elatpe. Ross
Jones, Box 86, Kirksey, Mrs.
Sharon Sue Crawford and Baby
Boy,402 S. 7th St., Murray. Mrs.
Beverly Joyce Lynch and Baby
Girl, Rt. 1, Gibertsville, Hassel
Brown, Rt. 2, Hazel, Albert
Cassity, Rt. 1, Murray.
Nurses absolved
K.
FRANKFORT.
11.1P11—The state attorney
general's office says a
registered nurse will not be held
personally liable for injuries
resulting from administration
or treatment prescribed by a
doctor.
The opinion said the nurse',
responsibility is to carry out
orders of the physician even it
the nurse is doubtful of that
treatment. She has no legal
responsibility to question the
ordered treatment unless
failure to do so is tantamount tc
recklessness, the opinion said.

$588
42”x66” AREA RUG

MOUNTAIN MIST

RED HEART

COTTON
BATTING

KNITTING
WOOL

•100% AviscoPile-sculptured
sesign

SADDLE SUEDE
or

BRUSHED PRINT
100% Cotton. 45 inches wide.
Great for worts clothing.

81"x96"

•Machine Washable

Regular '1.97

All Cotton
Reg. 51.47

Reg.

$592

57.99

•,
• 40,

s•c

*

99
45-Piece
Set

•`',
,411

Dishwasher

4,04.
'a*

..

Safe

,^
„;7
‘
4,,4
_,410
____`•16,
- 04
*,•,
.4 hunting no-no
LANSING. Mich: 41.:P11—
Deer shining — with or
weapons
in
without
ssion—is strictly taboo in
midnight
ichigan between
and sunrise under a new law
designed to clamp down on a
serious deer poaching problem.
The restriction remains in
force through December and
comes during a period of the
Near when shining deer, which
holds them spellbound when a
bright light is cast on their
faces, takes its heaviest toll.
Officials estimate these illegal
after-dark forays drain 20.000
from
30.000
deer
to
Michigan's herd each year.

WICKER
BAR STOOLS

\At A` `•••••„Aia'
tt:*•

A.
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kO4Oas•
VP OW
.1.1;

Adds a decorator touch.
Natural color.

Reg.
$6.44

AU•k‘ .•!•14

MELAMINE

•0`

DINNERWARE
Reg. 513"

4

$777

5

4

*

TURNTABLE
CANNISTER

LEAF &
GRASS BAGS

•Use for collecting
twigs, leaves,

SET

Revolves smoothly on steel
base. Space saving. In popular colors

15 Bushel Cap.

carrying dirt

Nt'LL

s_14,*

q• 4;1.

PLASTIC LAWN &
GARDEN BASKET
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ked for
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Coldwater News . . .

"LESS TAXES"

alet.

MU,RRAY, KENTUCKY

Heavy duty, with twist ties.

Makes ideal large planter.

Reg. '2.99
Save
at
Roses!

Regular '1.27

77

entuelw
EARLY AMERICAN
The spirit and heritage of
Kentucky r 'act' around the world,
calling others to come , id enjoy what we have
to offer in such abundance. They travel many
miles to-get here . . but Kentucky's riches
are here for all of us to enjoy, too
Now, more than ever, Kentucky families are
traveling in their own state. If you're not on
the caravan, join in and see your own Kentucky
this year!

2S

TABLE LAMP

MARVEL LONGLIFE

Shaped like a milk can. In red,

LIGHT BULBS

white & blue, black, or brown,
with Early American decal.

Reg. '10.97

allsiy
,issrom

6 To Package

-

60-75-100 Watt

BANK AMERIC
GOVERNOR

,
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Flyer Recalls 35 Years
Of Kentucky From Air
FRANKFORT, Ky.—Santa
Claus, the man in the moon and
Lewis Pfouts are watching you.
You didn't get the last name?
Lewis Pfouts, he's one of the
eight pilots who fly the state's
fleet of 12 aircraft. He sees
more of Kentucky, and more
often, than all but a very few of
us. He's had his panoramic
viewpoint for 35 years.
When Pfouts began flying for
the state in 1947, he already had
been a pilot for 10 years. He
began flying when a jet was a
spray of water in a fountain;
and Stinsons, Stearmans and
Ford Tr -Motors Were the status
symbols of flying.

number of executive aircraft.
There are a great many more of
them everywhere. You'd be
amazed at the change."
Pfouts is a slender man, with
a frequent and hospitable smile.
Two small scars on his face are
the only hints of his one serious
flying mishap.
While cropdusting in the
1940's, he became trapped
between two hills and crashlanded at the end of a short
valley. The substance he was
spraying was later found to
effect blood cells, destroying
judgment in much the same
way as an excess of carbon
dioxide.
"That's another change in
A thoroughly modern pilot,
flying," Pfouts said, noting the
Pfouts now is familiar with a
careful controls on chemicals
maze of aerial highways, innow used in spraying..if he had
tersections and exacting inbeen doing that same cropstruments procedures. He
dusting job today, the accident
ferries Governor Ford and
probably would never have
other state officials around
happened.
Kentucky and the nation.
Kentucky is a different state
Pfouts is a professional in an
in many ways than the one
occupation that grows more
Pfouts looked down on in the
technical each day, but denies
1930's and 40's.
any nostlgia for the early days
While airways are fast
"The interstate highways
of flying.
becoming as congested as city probably are the biggest change
"You have to change with the streets in some areas, heavy air in the landscape from the air,
times," he says. Flouts should traffic isn't a major problem in along with the man-made
know, he can remember when Kentucky, according to Pfouts. lakes," he said. "On weekends,
an "airway" was a line of
"There is a great deal of especially at night, the traffic
flashing colored lights that led training traffic around the on the north-south interstates is
from city to city.
smaller airports in the state," an eye-arresting sight. It's
"Aircraft and pilot are better he said. "But probably the heavy going south on Friday,
today than .ever kefore," he biggest change in this area is and going north on Sundays.
said."The planes are simpler to the tremendous increase in the From the air, it looks like a
train."
There have been other
changes too.
"There are more lights in the
rural areas, and in fact, there
are more lights all over. The
strip mines in the western part
of the state are something you
didn't see before. But, you also
can see the results of
reclamation, especially at the
newer mines."
Pfouts spends about 40 to 55
hours in the air each month.
Each hour in the air involves a
great deal of preparation, inspection and waiting on the
ground.
"You get up early and miss a
lot of evening meals," he said.
He must like his job though.
Wendell Ford is the eighth
QUIET BIRDMAN—Lewis Pfouts sees more of
governor of Kentucky he has
flown since becoming a state
Kentucky, and more often, than all but a very few of
pilot during the administration
us. One of the eight pilots who man Kentucky's fleet
of Gov. Simeon Willis.
df 12 planes, he has flown almost two million miles in
He must like his adopted
his 35 years in the air. (Henry Craig
photo)..
home pretty well too. A native
of Youngstown, Ohio, Pfouts
came to Kentucky after World
War
' A little bit-of the poet Abowsi..
through when Pfouts begins
describing the way Kentucky
looks from the air. He can tell
you how the redbuds and forsythia spread color through the
eastern mountains in the
spring, and how Pine Mountain
stands above the rest, covered
with dogwood and laurel.
fly and they have more safety
features built into them than
they used to have. There are ,
lots of safety features built into
today's planes that the pilot
doesn't even know about.
"Private pilots are better
because they have better instructors," he added. "But it
still all comes back to what's
between the ears."
Kentucky's airports have
done a good job of changing
with the times, according to
Pfouts. He recalled that only
five Kentucky airports had any
kind of electronic navigation aid
in 1945. Today, most of the
state's larger airfields have
them.
The state Department of
Aeronautics hopes to continue
expanding and improving
Kentucky's airport system this
year with additional federal
dollars. Last year, the department helped state airport
owners get $5 million in grants
from the federal Airport
Development Aid Program.
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Here's what KENTUCKY BLUE CROSS' and
BLUE SHIELD' are doing!
We represent the consumer in matters relating to
the cost of health care. Even if you are not a member
of Blue Cross and Blue Shield you benefit from what
we do to encourage cost consciousness in providing
health care services.
It's true that the price of health care has gone up,
like most other prices Some increases couldn't be
avoided if we are to continue to improve our medical
facilities and services, and we all want the best health
care possible when illness and injury strike.
We work closely with the providers of health care
to make sure only needed and necessary increases
are implemented_
But if. you:re concerned about health care costs,
there are ways you can help. Don't ask your doctor
to put you in a hospital unless it's really necessary
Don't stay longer than you must Every day someone
spends in a hospital unnecessarily raises the cost of
health care for everyone.
You are not alone in the struggle against high health
care costs Bloe Cross and Blue,Shield are with you.

Our only business is helping you
get good health care you can afford
Itenlock, BLUE CROSS• and BLUE SHIELD*"
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"The mountains are a pale
green in early spring," he said.
"Then, they become darker
green as summer comes on. In
.the middle of summer, the
mountains are a very dark
chlorophyll green."
Pfouts enjoys watching the
progress of the seasons across
the state, the planting and
harvesting of the crops, the
movements of the people. He's
flown almost two million miles,
most of it over Kentucky.
"We have fog, time zones and
delays to contend with, but we
give the best service we can,"
he said. About half his flying is
done at night and about a third
is instrument flying, involving
fog or bad weather.
The Kentucky Historical
Society, the Audubon Society
and collecting antiques provide
Pfouts' relaxation. He's also
a member of the Ancient and
Secret Order of Quiet Birdmen,
which he indicates is neither
secret or quiet. It's a social
organization founded by World
War I ace Capt. Eddie
Rickenbacker.
When Pfouts started flying,
an airplane was likely to draw a
crowd anywhere it landed, and
the air was so clear you could
see from
Louisville to
Graefenburg at 3000 feet. There
were no moonshots, television
or air-pirates.
Lewis Pfouts has been up
there a long time. And times, he
says, have changed in the air as
well as on the ground.
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Nepal Representatives
Visit State Capitol

VISITORS FROM NEPAL—Dave Bryant (right),
assistant director of Classification in the state
Personner Department, trades information with Indra
Man Schrestha (center) and Parashu Ram Radham,
personnel administrators from Nepal. The two visited
the state Capitol recently while on a tour of the U.S.
to study personnel administration techniques here.
(Karen Tam Photo)

FRANKFORT, Ky.—Indra
Man Shrestlia and Parashu
Rag' Pradhan don't sound like
local names, and they're not.
The names belong to two recent
visitors to the State Department
of Personnel.
Shrestha and Pradhan were
in Kentucky as a part of a sixmonth tour of the United States,
during which they hope to increase their knowledge of
personnel
administration.
Guests of the Agency for International Development and
the U.S. Civil Service Commission, they are representing
"his majesty's government of
Nepal."
They already have completed
two months of their itinerary,
which includes the District of
Columbia and several states

Salmon fishing is the oldest
commercial
fishing
in
California, having started on
the Sacramento River during
the gold rush.
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Both were looking forward to
a visit to Keeneland Race
Track.
"Racing is very popular in
Nepal, with mostly Tibetan and
Arabian horses," said Pradhan,
"no betting is allowed in our
country. But between friends.. there might be a little."
Nepal is about the same size
as Kentucky, but has about
twice as many people.
"Most people live in small
villages," said Shrestha, "and
at high altitudes. Katmandu,
the capital, is at 4500 feet above
sea level; but some Nepalese
live at altitudes as high as 16,000
feet."
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at
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besides Kentucky.
Dave Bryant, assistant
director of the Personnel
Classification Division, said the
two are "very knowledgeable in
their field." Both are involved
in setting up a classification
system in their own country.
"About three-fourths of the
workers in Nepal's government
are not included in its present
classification system," said
inBryant. "So they were
terested in techniques used in
nonof
classification
professional workers."
The Civil Service Commission
arranged the visit to the Kentucky Department of Personnel.
"We're learning a great
deal," said Shrestha, "and
we're enjoying our visit in the
United States, everything about

it."
The younger of the twi,
Parashu Ram Pradhan, is a
well-known writer in his own
country. He is the author of
several books,some of them for
children. Indra Man Shrestha is
a former official of a rank
comparable to one of our state
deputy commissioners.
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Washington Takes Over Lead; Dolphins Unbeaten
By BRUCE LOW117
Associated Press Sports Writer
The Washington Redskins
won a big one. The Miami Dolphins won another one. The
Philadelphia Eagles finally won
one ... and the New Orleans
Saints didn't lose one.
"It was their sticking
together as a team; just staying in there," said Coach
George Allen of his Washington
Redskins' 24-20 victory on Sunday over the Dallas Cowboys in
the National Football League.
Charley Harraway ran 13
yards for the game-winning
touchdown as the Redskins,
now 5-1, took the lead in the
National Conference East and
the Cowboys dropped into the
runnerup spot at 4-2.

The Dolphins remained the
only undefeated team in pro
football with a narrow 24-23 victory over the Buffalo Bills. It
was Miami's first full game
without quarterback Bob
Griese, who led them to the Super Bowl a year ago. Griese
was sidelined last week with a
broken ankle.
The Eagles broke their sixgame losing streak with a
bang—beating the Kansas City
Chiefs 21-20 on quarterback
Pete Liske's three touchdown
passes.
And the Saints,'also winless
this fall, didn't win, but they
did tie the heavily favored San
Francisco 49ers 20-20. The
Saints almost won it. Bruce

Gossett's 36-yard field goal with
three seconds left in the game
salvaged the tie for the 49ers.
New Orleans might have won
anyway, but, leading 20-17,
quarterback Archie Manning
ran the ball on a fourth-andsixth at the 49er 36—rather
than try for a field goal—with
50 seconds to go.
In Sunday's other NFL action, the New York Jets won a
wild one, beating Baltimore 2420 and spoiling the debut of the
Colts' new head coach, John
Sandusky; the Cleveland
Browns beat the Houston Oilers
23-17; the Denver Broncos
upset the Oakland Raiders 3023; the Atlanta Falcons edged
the Green Bay Packers 10-9:
the New York Giants stung St.

Louis' Cardinals 27-21; the Los
Angeles Rams clipped the ('in.
cinnati Bengals 15-12; the Detroit 1.ions lashed the San
Diego Chargers 34-20 and the
Pittsburgh Steelers crushed the
New England Patriots 33-3.
In tonight's television game,
the Minnesota Vikings are at
the Chicago Bears.
LarryBrown ran 34 yards for
One Washington touchdown and
caught a 19-yard Sonny Jurgensen pass for still another. En
route to the victory, Jorgensen
joined football's exclusive
-30,000 club." Only he, John
Brodie and Johnny Unitas have
passed
for
more
than
30,000,yards in their pro careers.
Morris, who had run five
yards for
Miami's first
touchdown, ran 15 yards for
their last one—the one that
made the difference against the
Bills. It came shortly after
Yepremain had booted the longest threepointer of his career, a
54-yarder.
Domres, starting in place of
Unitas in Sandusky's youth
movement passed for 253 yards
against the Jets. And one of
the game on a power-play goal. those
passes, a I3-yarder to
The Buffalo line of Gil PeF- wide receiver
Jim O'Brien,
reault, Rick Martin and Rene seemed
to give the Colts the
Robert provided seven goals game.
It put them ahead 20-17
and nine assists in beating At- with just 1:30
to go.
lanta. Martin scored four
But 27 seconds later, with the
times, three in the last period, Jets
on their own 17-yard line,
while Perreault got two goals Namath
fired a pass that corand four assists to run his nerback
Charlie Stokes tipped—
NHL-leading total to 19 points. right
into Eddie Bell's hands.
Bob Leiter and Lou Morrison The
Jets' swift receiver gathscored for Atlanta.
ered the ball in on the Colts' 35The Sabres are unbeaten in yard line
and blazed down the
seven games, including five right
sideline for the winning
victories.
score.
Marcel Dionne and Al KarLiske hit Ben Hawkins for a
lander
. each scored twice for 67-yard
touchdown pass play,
Detroit, which has won six
then connected with Jackson
straight. Toronto.. was held with- for
scores covering 36 and 41
out a goal until midway in the yards
before Kansas City even
second period when Ron Ellis
got on the scoreboard. Two
scored.
field goals by Jan Stenerud, Ed
Stan Mikita scored twice and Podolak'
s 11-yard touchdown
assisted once for Chicago. He
run and Len Dawson's 20-yard
first fed Cliff Koroll, then
scoring strike to Willie Frazier
scored his third of the season.
left the Chiefs one point short.
Pit Martin also scored for the
-We didn't want to gamble
Black Hawks while Walt
on a bad snap or a blocked ball
McKechnie and Joey Johnston that
ends up back upfield,"
netted goals for California.
Coach J.D. Roberts said, explaining why New Orleans rejected a field goal attempt in
favor of a run by quarterback
Archie Manning.
Manning was stopped after
gaining one yard on the run.
Then Steve Spurner hit Gene
Washington with a pair of .1•P
yarders that moved the 49ers
Eastern for the fourth straight into position for Gossett's tying
year. Brad Watson recovered a field goal.
punt that was blocked by John
Charley Johnson passed for
Bushong for the game's only two touchdowns, one of them
touchdown. Dick Herron's 29- going to Floyd Little—who later
yard field goal was the only tossed a touchdown of his
other scoring.
own—and Jim Turner kicked
Middle Tennessee totally out- three field goals to lead the
classed Austin Peay, particu- Broncos, last in the American
ly on the ground where the Conference East, past the RaidBrie Raiders piled up 399 yards ers, first in the division.
to 59 for the Govs. Middle
"We were very lucky," Ram
Tennessee's Tommy Latimer Coach Tommy Prothro said
topped all rushers by gaining 86 after Los Angeles squeezed
yards and has 12 and 1-yard TD past the Bengals to remain
atop the NFC West. The Rams
George Greenfield ground out had the ball on their own
14177 yards in 29 carries as Mur- yard line with 35 secondsreray beat East Tennessee.
maining. But two running
After Tech and Western Ken- plays, Roman Gabriel's 17-ya
rd
tucky in the standings are pass to Lance Rentzel and
a 15Middle Tennessee and More- yard personal foul
penalty
head at 2-2-1 each, Eastern against Cincinnati put
the ball
Kentucky at
2-2, East on the Bengals' 25. Then, with
Tennessee and Murray at 1-3 three seconds, to go, David
Ray
each and Austin Peay at 0-4.
booted a 32-yard field goal to
win it.
The Giants, moving into a
second-place tie with Dallas in
the NFC East, trailed the Cardinals 21-7 at halftime. Then
Norm Snead tossed to Don Herrmann for one touchdown, Sp*der Lockhart whizzed 28 yards
with an interception for another
one and Pete Gogolak kicked
field goals from 16 and 43 yards
out.
trounced Illinois 31-7 and No. 7 Chester Marcol's field
goals
Louisiana State shaded Ken- gave Green Bay a 9-0
lead betucky 10-0.
fore Bob Berry directed ball.
Fired-up Colorado intercepted controldrives that
ended in Art
three Oklahoma passes, recov- Malone's one-yard
touchdwir.
ered a fumble and rallied from plunge and Bill Bell's
24-ard
a 7-0 halftime deficit on Gary field goal..
Campbell's 43-yard gallop—first Houston quarterb
ack
touchdown yielded by the Soon- Pastorini had touchdas
-n pjavs
ers this season—Ken Johnson's of 80 and 51 yards
--but, Clevesix-yard pass to Jon Keyworth land quarterback Mike
Phipps
and a pair of 33-yard field goals had the touchdown
play .thal
by barefoot hooter Fred Lima. beat the Oilers. He
plunged
Notre Dame had allowed only over from one yard
away with
30 points in winning its first 3:36 left.
four games, but Missouri man- Mel Farr -ran
-for two
aged that number Saturday as touchdowns while Greg
the Irish lost two of their five ran for one and passed Landry
for anfumbles and had two passes other to counter a pair
of John
picked off. The gambling 1-fgdl-to-Gary
Gairison
Tigers ran the ball five times touchdown strikes as the
Lions
on fourth down in the first half downed San Diego.
And
and made the yardage each Ste-Eters'defense dumped the
quarRI
to/04k Jim Elutikell—six
hittec
touchdown by Letoi/VoIS and
!!".."1!..",•-•""
a pair of one-yarders by Don Pittsburgh to its romp over
the
Johnson.
Patriots.

Vancouver Nips Bruins
5-4 In Hockey Action
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS.
The Mighty Boston Bruins
just haven't appeared so
mighty of late but their coach
thinks .he's zeroed in on the
problem.
"Lack of desire—that's the
only thing I can pinpoint right
now," said Tom Johnson after
Vancouver !Lipped his Bruins 54 Sunday night. -We're
thinking of everything but hockey. I'm very, very disappointed.
Boston is off to a 3-4 start in
the National Hockey League
season. Missing are Derek
Sanderson
and
Johnnyi.
McKenzie, who jumped to the
World Hockey Association. But
newly returned is defenseman
Bobby Orr, last year's Most
Valuable Player.

ley Cup champions.
The Bruins jumped to a 3-1
lead as Ken Hodge scored twice
and Fred Stanfield once and
Jocelyn Gues-remont got a goal
for Vancouver all in the first
period.
But the Canucks took charge
in the second period, scoring
four goals, two by Bobby
Schmautz and one each by
Andre Boudrais and Wayne
Maki. The final period was all
defense for Vancouver while
Boston's frantic scramble resulted in just one score, that by
Orr with 41 seconds left.
Elsewhere in the NHL, Montreal and New York tied 1-1,
Buffalo whipped Atlanta 7-2,
Detroit beat Toronto 6-2 and
Chicago topped California 4-2.
Ken Dryden recovled 35
saves for Montreal and Gilles
Villemure blocked 23 shots for
New York, Rod Gilbert scored
first for the Rangers early in
the second period, but Marc
Tardiff came back to deadlock

Orr played Saturday and Sunday but only in spots, testing
the knee which was operated on
last year.
Still, Orr's return wasn't the
panacea for the defending Stan-

Tennessee Tech Running Away
Lead, Down Morehead
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Tennessee Tech has spoiled
Morehead's homecoming and is
in the process of ruining the
dreams other Ohio Valley Conference teams may have had
about the OVC title.
Tech swatted Morehead 23-17
Saturday to roll to its fourth
straight conference decision
without a loss. Morehead fell to
2-1-1 after being No. 2 in the
conference.
And a look at the rest of the
schedule reveals that Tech has
a strong advantage.
Tech,6-1 overall, plays two of
its three remaining OVC games
at home. And its only road
game is against Austin Peay,
winless so far in OVC action.
The home games are against
Eastern Kentucky and Middle
Tennessee.
Western Kentucky, currently
No. 2 in the conference at 3-1,

has by far a tougher schedule—
and plays two on the road and
one at home.
The Hilltoppers, who lost 3010 to Tech last week, are at
Morehead this week, home
against tough Middle Tennessee
and finish up at Murray.
In Saturday's other results,
Western Kentucky downed
Eastern Kentucky 10-0, Middle
Tennessee stopped Austin Peay
24-6 and Murray topped East
Tennessee 17-6.
At Morehead, Tech came
from deficits of 10-7 at halftime
and 17-14 after three quarters
to beat Morehead before a
homecoming crowd. Tech's last
two touchdowns came on a 1yard run by Sam Anderson.
Morehead quarterback Dave
Schaetzke had touchdown
passes covering 82 and 47
yards, both to Vic Wharton.
Western beat blood rival

'On A Given Saturday..'
Anything Did Happen
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON.
Associated Press Sports Writer
A favorite quote of most football coaches starts something
like this: "On any given SaturThe past weekend may have
been one of those given Saturdays.
ITEM: Ninth-ranked Colorado 20, second-ranked Oklahoma
14.
"You always go into a game
like this intending to contain
them," said Colorado Coach
Eddie Crowder after the Buffs
held explosive Oklahoma to 163
yards on the ground and 75
through the air, "but it's always an unknown. That's why
we play the game."
ITEM: Unranked Missouri 30,
No 8 Notre Dame 26.
will happen in this gamesalir
Al Onofrio after the Tigers
, posted what he called "a
tremendous victory for us, our

biggest since I've been a coach
at Missouri."
ITEM) Third-ranked Alabama
seemingly whipped,
scores twice within 36 seconds
in the final two minutes to
overcome
10th-ranked
Tennessee 17-10.
•
"This happens in life," philosophized Coach Bill Battle, who
played under Bear Bryant at
Alabama and lost for the second time in three meetings with
his old coach. -That's what's
great about football."
The outcome of those games
figures to jumble The Associated Press Top Ten ratings this
week—behind top-ranked Southern Califdrnia, that is, which
whipped No. 18 Washington 34-7
as Sam Cunningham . and Anthony Davis each scored twice.
--gisewbeste„. • fourth-ranked.
'OhiiiStare rh ubbed Inditsfia-417, No. 5 Nebraska buried Kansas 56-0 for its third straight
shutout, sixth-rated Michigan
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Leadership Is Important
MUCH HAS BEEN SAID ABOUT LEADERSHIP IN THE PRESENT CAMPAIGN.
EVERYONE AGREES IT IS AN ISSUE.
BECAUSE IT IS WE BELIEVE A CLOSE
LOOK AT THE KIND OF LEADERSHIP
EACH CANDIDATE HAS GIVEN WILL
BE HELPFUL IN MAKING AN INTELLIGENT DECISION ON WHOM YOU
SHOULD SUPPORT.
HUDDLESTON LEADERSHIP
1970 —Sponsored Legislation
ELIMINATING Sales Tax on
Medicine.
1968 — SiiitiOorted Legislation
ELIMINATING Sales Tax on
Farm Machinery.
1972—Supported Legislation
ELIMINATING Sales Tax on
Food.
1972—Supported Legislation
RAISING University of
Louisville to Full Partnership in
State University System.
1972 —Sponsored Legislation to
PROTECT Kentucky's Wild
Rivers.
1968 —Sponsored Legisfation on
PRIOR SAFETY INSPECTION
of Motor Vehicle Registrations.
1970 —Sponsored Legislation to
REMOVE ARCHITECTURAL
BARRIERS So Physically
Handicapped Could Use Public
Buildings.
1972—Supported Legislation
to Bring ELECTION REFORM
to .Kentucky,_
'19
/
1
2—Supported Legislation
to Aid LOW COST HOUSING
in Kentucky
1966—Supported Legislation
STRENGTHENING Kentucky's
Strip Mining Law.

Damian had written
dice games should be d
but•it is obvious from
chess had nothing to di
However, the bisho
as telling him to recite
give them alms in repa
"If only you knew
disgusting, it is for a
wrote.
Judging from the c
Damian was writing t
as Pope Nicholas II
In Damian's day, a
into Italy by Arab ma
dice in sailors' dives.
on anything, it was
bling.
Canon 138 of the
engaging in gambling
long run. Chess is not

NUNN LEADERSHIP
1968— Urged Legislation
RAISING Sales Tax on
Medicine to 5 Percent.
1968— Urged Legislation
RAISING Sales Tax on Farm.
Machinery to 5 Percent.
1968— Urged Legislation
RAISING Sales Tax on Food
to 5 Percent.

•
4.

1970 —VETOED Legislation
Raising University of Louisville
to Full Partnership in State
University System.
1970 DEFEATED Legislation to
Protect Kentucky's Wild Rivers.
1968— VETOED Legislation on
Prior Safety Inspection of
Motor Vehicle Registrations.
1970—VETOED Legislation to
REMOVE ARCHITECTURAL
BARRIERS So Physically
Handicapped Could Use Public
Buildings.
1968-1971 —VETOED Every Bill
Passed to Bring
ELECTION REFORM to Kentucky.
1970— VETOED Legislation
to Aid LOW COST HOUSING
in Kentucky
1968-1971 — FAILED to Enforce
Strip Mining Law.

LEADERSHIP IS IMPORTANT. YOU
CAN BEST JUDGE WHAT A MAN WILL
DO BY WHAT HE HAS DONE. PLEASE
EXAMINE THE TYPICAL EXAMPLES
ABOVE OF THE KINDS OF LEADERSHIP DEE HUDDLESTON AND LOUIE
NUNN HAVE PROVIDED FOR KENTUCKY. THEN:
.Elect

Dee Huddleston
United States Senator

"Trust Him Kentucky.... bec
ause you can"
Alitd Itt-)2L1);$
FirvCictiallorLFOr
.unitiattjtZlivih 4th street
&scup. Spold,g,SeoptaCon
flaabethiewn, Treotoret

-
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ROME 1UPII—Bobby Fischer and Boris
Spassky fortunately
ver had to contend with Saint Peter
Damian.
Damian, an 11th century Roman Catholic
reformer, deserves to
come the patron saint of chess haters.
He once chided the Bishop of Florence—probably
the one %ho
later became Pope Nicholas III—for dedicating
time to such an
impious- game.
Damian, who died 900 years ago this year, was
Bishop of Ostia, near Rome, the job held until the Cardinal
his death last
February by Cardinal Eugene Tisserant.
Damian is famous for his attempts to reform the
Roman Catholic priesthood. Among other things, he then corrupt
prompted Pope
Gregory VII to insist on priestly celibacy and to ban Itimony,
the sale
of church offices.
It had come to Damian's attention that the Bishop
spent an entire night playing "scachus--the Latin ht Florence had
lisord has come
down to modern Italian as scacchi, or chess.
Reminder
Damian had written to remind the Bishop that prelates
dice games should be deposed. The exchange of letters has who play
been lost.
but•it is obvious from Damian's later reply that the Bishop
argued
chess had nothing to do with dice and was not banned by church
law.
However, the bishop later repented because Damian is on record
as telling him to recite psalms. wash the feet of 12 poor
people and
give them alms in reparation for his bout at the scachus board.
"If only you knew how shameful, how senseless and indeed,
how
disgusting, it is for a priest to indulge in this pastime," Damian
wrote.
Judging from the chronology, some manuscript experts believe
Damian was writing to Bishop Gerard della Borgogna, who reigned
as Pope Nicholas II from 1059 to 1061.
In Damian's day, a form of cheer; had only just been
into Italy by Arab mariners, and it was probably played introduced
along with
dice in sailors' dives. Knowing the Italian penchant for placing
on anything. it VhaS probably also regarded as an excuse for a bet
gambling.
Canon 138 of the code,of church law still forbids clerics from
engaging in gambling and games of chance. But Damian lost in the
long run. Cherie is not included in the prohibition.

Conservation Yearbook
Published By Interior

Kentucky Women To Promote Health Awareness In State

FRANKFORT, Ky.—Health? issues .:that faces the country kidney disease, cancer, mental
to
handle
Health
Who needs to worry about it? todax," said Mrs. Harold health problems, the causes of plan
Awareness Month in much the
We have aspirin, cold tablets Mullins, president of the blindness and other health
same way as the Lexington
and "I can't believe I ate the Kentucky
Federation
of related areas.
groups.
The Department of the InWomen's Club, which is the
Brochures and health posters
In his introduction to the 1972 whole thing" pain relievers in
Mrs. Sam 0. McBrown of the
terior has announced the Conservation
Yearbook, our medicine cabinets. And we impetus behind the Health will be on display in store Okolona
Women's Club said
publication of the eighth volume Secretary of the Interior Rogers have health insurance to cover Awareness observance.
windows and libraries across
of its prize-winning Con- C. B. Morton says: "We can expenses.
-Governor Ford has issued a the state. Filmstrips will be that, in addition to collecting old
medicines, most Louisville
servation Yearbook series.
So, who needs to worry about proclamation and called upon shown in shopping centers to
look forward to a new era in the
clubs
have adopted the state
The publication highlights relationship between man and health? Who has time?
state agencies and local explain facts and misconfederation's suggestion to
current issues in environmental his environment only if we
The Kentucky Federation of government to assist our ceptions about such topics as
march at local malls, schools
and conservation areas. Its develop and observe an en- Women's Clubs is asking women's clubs in their mental health and venereal
at other public facilities to
and
theme and title, Indivisibly One, vironmental
diseases.
ethic
that everyone, to take time-the program."
distribute literature on health.
are based on the statement by recognizes we are indivisbly whole month of November.
According to Mrs. Mullins,
The emphasis of the program,
She also said meetings will be
President Nixon in his en- one
November
and
embraces
inhas
been the state's 256 women's clubs however, is on "kidney
featuring state health
held,
vironmental message
to terdependence of all forms of proclaimed Health Awareness ( some
13,500 members are awareness."
officials who will explain
Congress last February when life here on earth."
"Diseases of the kidney are
Month in the commonwealth combining forces to promote
existing health programs.
he said:
The Yearbook is divided into and the Kentucky Federation of health awareness across the fourth major killer," said
Mrs. Howard Cornette of
"From the very first, the five major sections:
Mrs. Mullins. "And one of our
Women's Clubs is planning a Kentucky.
Greenville, district governor of
American spirit has been one of
On a statewide level, the main projects is to collect gift
11) "Laws for a Changing host of activities to focus public
the Kentucky Federation of
self-reliance and confident Land"
attention on the importance of federation, plans to provide stamps for the purchase of a
Women's Club, said Western
action. Always we have been a describes key environmental health.
educational programs and kidney dialysis machine
Kentucky clubs have adopted
people to say with Henley 'I am legislation enacted during the
'Health is one of the major materials on heart disease, which we want to donate to
the master of my fate.. the past few years and outlines
General Hospital in Louisville. , the march idea, along with
many other projects of their
captain of my souly-a people objectives of significant ensince it accepts patients from
own.
sure that man commands his vironmental proposals now
all over the state."
During
November, the
own destiny.
The federation also has voted
before the Congress.
Greenville club plans to con"What has dawned on us in
to provide a $24,000 fellowship in
New legislation summarized
duct a door-to-door cancer drive
recent years, though, is a new and analyzed include the Enthe field of nephrology—a
fund-raising
campaign.
recognition that to significant vironmental Policy Act; the
statewide project.
Health awareness isn't
extent man commands as well Coal Mine Health and Safety
Although
these ideas as
restricted to one month with
Thirteen area residents appointment, We Don't Make statewide guidelines, each
the very destiny of this planet Act; and the Alaska Native
Kentucky's womens' clubs.
Promises.
We
Make
Guaranenlisted
in the Modern Volunwhere he lives, and the destiny Claims Settlement Act. Also
individual club is left to
"With us its an all year
of all life upon it. We have even discussed are proposals for teer Army during the month of tees. Today's Army Wants to promote the program as they
thing," said Mrs. Cornette,
begun to see that these destinies national land use policy September, according to Join You.
see fit.
are not separate at all-that in legislation, for revision of Sergeant First Class Jerry A. Plenty
Mrs. George Ernst, project "year after year."
ammo
Local
Army
director
fact they are indivisibly one." mining and mineral leasing Work,
of the Lexington
CHICAGO IUPII—For the
laws, for
mined
land Representative from Mayfield. 10 million men in the X.S. Women's Club, said her group
The following named men armed forces during World plans to distribute "Cleaner
reclamation, and for a
ar II, enough ammunition Than Clean Bags," containing
Department
of
Natural enlisted for the following options. Douglas Armstrong, 4019 **as manufactured to permit soap, toothpaste and other
Resources.
each to wage his own small sanitary items, at booths
in
( 2 i "Energy for Living" Primrose Place, Paducah, battle,
enlisted
for
the
Clinical
outlines major
actions the
in the five-year period en- some of the local malls.
The Lexington Club also has
Department of the Interior is Specialist School,for a period of ding July 31, 1945, according
taking to help attain clean three years. The Clinical to Encyclopaedia Britannica, decided to collect old medicines
energy in the face of growing Specialist School is a 40 week U.S. production included 41 in order " to curb the high
billion rounds of small arms number of illness and even
demands for more energy school and provides enlisted ammunition
and 4.2 million
production. The energy section personnel the knowledge to tons of artillery shells—more deaths that sometimes result
supervise
and
perform
patient
discusses Interior Department
than 4,000 bullets and about from taking wrong or outdated for Congress..
energy programs and their care duties, and permits 800 pounds or artillery shells prescriptions.
Women's clubs in Louisville
relationship
with
en- graduates to take the state for every marr, in uniform.
vironmental protection. These board examination to become a
Practical
/Tr
programs include the proposed Licensed
Trans-Alaska oil pipeline, Vocational Nurse. Kenneth W.
outer-continental _shalt' oil and Barnett, Box 107, Hazel, Ky.,
gas leasing, coal gasification, son of Mr. and Mrs. William
oil shale and geothermal Barnett, enlisted for the Cash
resources development. The Bonus of $1,500 and the 101st
sect on also outlines progress in airborne Division at Fort
water conservation in the West Campbell, Ky. Allen G.
and efforts to develop new Coleman, 303 Backusburg
water sources in arid areas of Road, Mayfield, Ky., son of Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Coleman,
the Nation.
(3) "People in Transition" enlisted for three years and the
discusses the Department's Avionic Navigation Equipment
involvement with economic and Repair School, and the 101st
social transitions taking place in Airborne Division at Fort
American Indian communities Campbell, Ky. The Avionic
and among the populations of School is a 17-week school
located at Fort Gordon,
island territories.
Trends described in this Georgia, and provides an
chapter show Indians assuming enlisted man the knowledge to
more control of community repair beacon equipment,
affairs at the local level, Moves airborn radio direction finding
toward more self-government equipment, and navigation'
in the Virgin Islands, Guam, equipment. Charles E. Crider,
and American Samoa, and Jr., Rt. 1, Mayfield, Ky., son of
negotiations toward a new Mr. and Mrs. Charles Crider,
political status of the 4rtist enlisted for three years for
Territory of the Pacific Radio Relay and Carrier. At(Micronesia are highlighted. tendant. Radio School is a 16
(41 "With Us On Earth" sets week school, located at Fort
forth the problems of Ameriea'S Gordon, Georgia and provides
enlisted men tha.knowledge to
heritage of wildlife.
Many species, from the install, operate and perform
majestic eagle to the fighting maintenance of radios and
Atlantic salmon; are living telegraph equipment. James D.
under threat Of extinction; the George, _ Route 1, Henderson,
section reports. It stresses that Ky.,enlisted for three years and
the survival of wildlife in a Hawaii. Anthony D. Hite, Route
fast changing world serves as a 3, Henderson, Ky., enlisted for
barometer of the health of man, three years and Hawaii. Mark
and concludes: "If wild E. Ragsdale, 427 South 6th
creatures can thrive in their Street, Mayfield, Ky., enlisted
native habitat, it is a good bet for three years and Payhumankind will find its en- Disbursing School, Mark is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Joe T.
vironment livable too."
of 1515 Wilford,
454 The final section of the Ragsdale
Yearbook,"Saving the Scene," Mayfield. Mark is married to
tells of the progress the Nation the former Debora Lea Smith.
The Money You Save With Us
has made in establishing park,
Jerry R. Vaughn, Route 2,
Be An Educational Experience.
Can
wilderness, and recreation Mayfield, Ky.,enlisted for three
areas. Of particular interest is years for Aircraft Armament
that,
Yellowstone Subsystem Mechanic School.
since
- in-a savings
A-nittV111444-11
tinehas ever hist a penuv
National Park was established The aircraft school is a 12 week
aiccount iiisylrtid by the Federal Savings zind Li
100 years ago, the National school located at Aberdeen
Park System has grown to more Proving Ground, Maryland and
Insuranee Coq
inti.,.So yotir motley earns high iatei.est
than 280 areas embracing the provides an enlisted - man the
1 is a bsi)la.tely safe. And thiirs our ksiin lot' II if lay.
most magnificent examples of organizational
maintenance,
America's
natural and operation, construction, funchistorical heritage. Highlights tioning, testing and repair of the
of the progress made in the past aircraft weapons system.
century, as well as the problems James R. White, Jr., Route 2,
and opportunities that face us .Hazel, Ky., son of Mr. and Mrs.
now,are detailed in this section. James White. enlisted in the
Interior's relationships and Army's 180 day Delayed Encontributions to the arts in try Prograni. Miss Elesine
recent years also are traced. Brown, enlisted In the DEP for
The large (9" x 12" 4 full-colo Stock Control and AccOunting
Yearbook is available for $2.00 School and is scheduled to enter
from the Manager, Puclic active duty on 2 October 1972.
Documents Distribution Center, David Gitison, ''Route 6,
Pueblo, Colorado, 81009. Its Mayfield, KY:, enlisted in the
identification number is S-N DEP and is scheduled for active
duty on 16 October 1972. Alan D.
24000751.
Jones, Route 2, Wing°, Ky.,
enlisted in the DEP and is
scheduled to enter active duty
Soviet irrigation plan
16 October 1972. The following
MI /St :( At- 11.1'11—A new
prior service re-enlisted in the
series of four, electric pumping
Army. William Beck of
stations will rail* the waters of
the 1.'akhsh River in Tajiki,tan
Hickory, Ky., re-enlisted in the
nearly 200 yards to irrigate an
Army for the Army Security
additional 25,000 acres of land
Agency and a 32 week electronic
on the Garautinsk mountain
school at Fort Devens, Mass.
plateau, the Tams news agency
For more information on. the
said.
•
school and station of choice,
Construction of the four
stations will enable Tajikistan
contact
your
Army
farmers to harvest annually
Representative Sergeant Jerra
753-7921
25,000 tons more of cotton, the
Work at the Mayfield Shopping
new
14.
_Qr_ean 247-4525 for an
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By ERIN VAN BRONKHORST
SEATTLE (AP) — When
Alene Moris hit 39, she had
another

whole

half of her

life ahead. And she didn't know
what to do with it.
wished there was someone I could talk to, someplace
to go for counseling," she says
now. To fill that need for other
women. Mrs. Moris and three
colleagues have opened a new
Individual Development ill))
Center here
The women who seek help
are of all ages, from the young
college graduate wondering
how to turn a history degree
into a job. to the 75-year-old
grandmother who wants to keep
growing.
They come in with general
dis-ease." said Margaret Anderson, a teacher-counselor.
'They say. 'I'm getting very
dry.. 1 - m withering out.. We try
to help them de-fog their feelings,-

Some of the women are married and trying to find room to
add more to their lives as individuals. while keeping the relationship. Others are alone —
divorced or widowed, hoping to

adjust and find some joy in
their independent status.
"We try to help single women
realize some of the very good
things about being on your own such as privacy and self-determination.- Mrs. Moris said
The four women began the
center after leaving the University of Washington •Guidance
Center for Women They felt it
was under-staffed and underfunded to fill the need they saw.
"Thousands of women are
hungry for this type of program.- said Mrs Anderson.
The response since the opening
Aug 15 has been encouraging.
'she added

may be going back to school
getting a job. finding the right
kind of volunteer work, or setting aside ume for a hobby. she
said For others, it may be real-p'
izing that they are happy at.
home
The staff members say they'
don't promise instant happiness or a whole new personality
"We have a feeling we should
be happy all the time,- said 1

'Our business is life decision
counseling." said Mrs. Mons.
Another staff member, psychologist Mary Lou Hunt, added
that people should be taught
"life isn't a nice straight path...

"A lot of us are still living
with decisions we made when
we were 18 to 22 years old," she
said. "Yet there are other
times in our lives when we can
take new directions...
"Many of us do not take responsibility for our lives We
react rather than direct.- she
said.
Mrs Hunt said many women
are not fulfilled, though they
may have "what society says
One of the programs is an they should want — two kids,
introductory course called Self- two cars and a nice home.''
Discovery. Group guidance
For some women, a solution

Mrs. Anderson, "It's time we-i
realized there are times when

we're going to be lonely and
misunderstood Maybe we can
help deal with the pain
"But growth is as painful as
it is exciting.- she said And
personal growth — with the
realities of life written in — is
the Center's goal for its clients.,

techniques and testing are used
to determine personal assets,
life values. vocational interests, skills and unique abilities.
Individual counseling is ofered to help women facing personal or career decisions. And
tnere are workshops on special
topics, such as The Job Search
and Women on Their Own
Again.

80 per cent believing it does not
contribute to a happy marriage
Changing values in society About half feel
that, among
are reflected in the basic couples they know, ununit of American culture — the faithfulness by either partner
family — but most people still 'would cause a divorce.
waist Gores of elegant. soft skirting are long on looks, alit
believe traditional family roles
Although 82 per cent of reSOFT 'N SPORTY - Fresh pastels of yellow, pink and blue
machine washable Dolman sleeve jacket. right, in clear red is
art best.
spondents say there is too much
debut in superbly crafted man-tailored jacket and trousers of
This attitude is indicated in emphasis on sex in all aspects
paired with than-tailored trousers swagermg the new cuff, all
double-woven polyester. machine washable and sensibly priced
answers to a survey by Better of society today, most feel that
by the HBW sportswear division of designer Howard Wolf: Fluffy angora and woql dolman sweater is square necked.
'NEW
YORIti SI:MI—Air travel has been increasing steadily in' Homes and
Gardens magazine the more relaxed attitude tocenter. and striped in mulupastels up and down-around the
recent years but the family car is still the most popular means of titled "What's
Happening to the ward sex has fostered freer distransportation for Americans on holiday. And Death is often an American
Family"
cussion between husbands and
_
unseen
passenger.
)40ii1 COULD ANNE 6AN UCH
Forty per cent of respondents wives
American
The
Automobile Assn.(AAA I estimates That more than
A NEAT DOOK A5'THE 5IX
Ninety one per cent think
120 million Americans will take to our nation's highways and to the poll were under 35 years
61/NW-WUNNIE5 FREAK OUT"?
of age, 45 per cent were be- children should be planned.
byways for vacations and other pleasure trips this,year.
-'
But according to equally reliable estimates, about 55,000 men, tween 35 and 54 and 15 per cent Over half agree two is the ideal
women and chilren will be: killed in highway accidents. The death were 55 or older.
number of children Six of 10
Of 350.000 who participated, respondents do not include legal
toll last year was 54,800—more than all U.S. combat deaths in
74 per cent feel the traditional abortion as a favorable method
Vietnam in more than 11 years of war.
The biggest highway tolls come during the long holiday weekends. roles of wife and mother can be of populatidtr control.
The National Safety Council i NSCI in Chicago reported 456 fulfilling. Yet 54 per cent feel
Seventy-eight per cent think
persons died over New Year's. 185 during the Memorial Day the movement for women's that birth control
methods and
weekend and 760 over the Fourth of July holiday. That's 1,801
rights is a force for the better.
information should be available
fathers and mothers and sons and daughters whose holiday ended on
Eight of 10 persons believe a to anyone, including unmarried
slabs in morgues.
job outside the home is not nec- teen-agers.
There are other long weekends ahead and thousands more ssll die
Age of respondents is again a
or be crippled despite repeated appeals__ from concerned essary to give a woman the
ESLONDre TELLS
fulfillment she needs Working factor, with only 14 per cent of
organizations such as the AAA and NSC as welLas individuals.
ME NOu aourr voisiz
Among the latter, include Bill Linnen, general manager of Clark mothers may indeed harm fam- those under 35 against this as
NuiFe A NEW FUR COAT
ily life, according to 69 per cent opposed to 40 per cent of those
Equipment
Co.'s Trailer Division in Michigan City. Ind.
wit:t PsTi4ERS
over 55
In a letter recently. Linnen said he had read columns I had done of those answering the survey.
wiviAT KIND 0
Most acknowledge the deon highway safety and offered some suggestions based on his conFully 85 per cent of those
tacts with thousands of truckers in hopes they may help to save cline of male dominance and taking part in the survey said
the majority indicate that a parents today are too easy with
someone's life.
"11w average good driver could stand to learn a lot from the new awareness of women's children, and many feel this
professional truck driver." Linnen said. "There are several basic rights has not altered the hus- trend is a threat to American
rules truckers live by that may never occur to most of us motorists." band-wife relationship and has family life But only
one in four
For instance, he said, take driving in fog.
not had any specific effect
was willing to admit that he Or
"There really isn't any safest-thing-to-do advice about fog-driving, marriages among people they she
was too permissive with
except don't unless you really have to. It's a natural instinct to want know.
children.
tolmill over to the shoulder of the road when fog cuts vision
Respondents split evenly on
Respect for hard-line disdangerously," he said.
"But if you do, get out of your vehicle—parked on the shoulder whether many women are over- cipline methods is high More
, you're an obstacle and someone could plow into you. Emergency ly concerned with household than two-thirds of the respondmatters like cleaning and cook- ents believe in physical punish-ionaeftrIttity not Isrht-wwwhisul thei-014-be.seen
when little else tng and only a slight majority ment, with the younger favorcan. As long as you re moving, you can at least pull Out
nf-trie wee WI
NC' POK T BULLET'
other vehicles approach. So, if you can, keep moving . . but feel the husband should share -mg it more than the older and
,
1 24ARle
those duties. Sixty-four per cent men more inclined toward - it
carefully."
of the men feel they should help than women.
NO 7 STAND A54DE
Pacing
AMP elE'll SEE..!
"Pacing" is another cardinal rule for the men behind the wheels of around the house.
Almost half the parents feel
the big trucks which must keep moving around the clock, around the
Nearly two-thirds of the re- their teen-agers don't share
y.ar, in all kinds of weather. Linnen said.
spondents to the 109-question personal problems with either
'The veteran truck drivers of those big tractor-trailer rigs pace survey believe that premarital parent and 92 per cent say partheir flow through highway traffic." he said. "By keeping alert to sexual intercourse is wrong, ents never share their own pertraffic and other conditions a half-mile or so ahead you can avoid even if the parties involved are sonal problems with
teen-agers.
jamups and anticipate has ing-to brake or slow down."
in love, and nearly one half the
Most feel that parents often
Linnen said a 'cushion of space" is probably the best defense respondents
think that such a put detrimental pressure on
against accidents.
"The smart drivers stay as far away from other vehicles as they relationship cannot contribute young people to join organized
activities such as sports and
can without impeding the flow of traffic. You can't hit or get hit by a to a happy marriage
Age is a factor affecting atti- scouting, but nine out of ten feel
vehicle that is not there—and the cushion of space could give you
tudes on this question. Half of parents should be involved with
precious time to react in case of an emergency.
Linnen said motorists who feel uncomfortable at superhighway those under 35 believe pre- their youngsters in such activispeeds should use the slower roads which usually are less crowded. marital sex is acceptable As- ties Many insist fathers do not
"When you do drive the super highways stay to the right out(4 the senters drop to 22 per cent of spend enough time with their
way of faster drivers, regulate your speed to allow easy passing and those between 35 and 54 and to children
only 11 per cent of those over
avoid crowding motorists coming from entry ramps," he said.
COOK* WANTS ME
Thirty-five per cent of the
w4eRE ARE
P0NI1 NEED
"Speeders are real killers—and not very bright. By speeding and 55 The same difference in age respondents to the survey
FLATTEN
SOPAE
TO
6c,INE
Y90
TANK
FOR
A
weaving, they gamble a few minutes of travel time against human groups arises on the question of agreed that the 1950s were
•-CAS16- Faik..Tr4E
wrrri /-0{A•r"--"the
lives--those of others as well as their own."
REc:t.t.4i PIZWE
TANK
whether two people should live good old days " Only a minorTHAV.STOMP
He said lack of common sense and eonsideration for the other guy together before marriage
ity,
however, expressed a deON 'THEM/1
also can cause accidents,
Extramarital sex brings a sire to return to those days. no •
"We all tend to overestimate our driving ability--iCa_always the
strong negative response. with matter when they were
other fellow's fault," he said. "Know yourself."
!Armen said "irritability can be a real killer, too. Keep your cool
DES MOINES (AP) —

Truck drivers best
teachers ofsafety
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your
t and shoulder belts—and good luck. And if
)
verly.
up
lengi
tek le
nd
Sodrivea bsea
def
an occasion arises in which you must decide what to hit, the AAA
bOoklet How to Drive suggests hit something with "give."
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Plain Customs
Mark Family
Life In China

FOR SALE

F'OR SALE

NOTICE

Montgomery Ward

Sturdi - House Portable Buildings

1203 Chestnut
Sale, Wednesday only
10 percent off all Returned
Goods
Open till 7 00 p M

Storage, Cabins, Offices, Mobile Home Additions
No Foundation Raquirad

PEKING ILPII - The
birth of a son in preCommunist days in China
signalled a colorful family
festival.
'A young man born in Dairen
in 1940, nine years before the
Communists assumed power.
recalled that his father, a hotel
employe, was -in debt for
many years- because of the
alaborate celebration staged
,after his birth.
Today, the birth of a son or
daughter is marked quietls.
with a few friends and family
members gathering. There are
a few toasts and small gifts are
presented to the new baby.
Infants and small children seen
in the major cities often wear
brighter clothes-including red
and green shoes-but this is
about the only throwback to
the -old China.- The young
man from Dairen seemed
amused about the American
custom of passing out cigars
ashen children are born.
Births, incidentalk, are
registered with the local pollee
precinct. The police keep the
census in China
Weddings also are simple
affairs. Late marriages are
encouraged by the government
-and most Chinese young people
,in their early 20s simply shrug
-when they are asked if
marriage is on their. mintl.
The later marriages are an
Important aspect of the
country's
birth
control
problem. Smaller families also
are encouraged.
An older Chinese woman
seemed shocked when asked if
premarital sex ever OCCUTS. "I
suppose it does, in a very few
cases," she says after reflection.
But the state condemns such
behavior.
When a couple decides to
wed, they jointly sign a certificate
stating
their
"willingness" to join in
matrimony.
After the signing, a small
group of friends and family will
Aather at the home of the bride
or groom for a party. Token
gifts are presented to the
newlyweds.
Factories and offices give
newly married employes three
days off for the wedding. Many
couples will use this time, plus
accumulated vacation time, for
honeymoon journey to Peking
--**tir Shanghai or another large
city. They sometimes spend the
time visiting their parents. For
many. the three days holiday is
enough and the couple is back
at work.
With extensive nursery and
kindergarten facilities everyhere, most wives work. It
supplements the family income
and, as many will quickly tell a
signor. "it is important in
building our country."
Divorce rarely occurs.
If a couple quarrels one
reconciliation route is before a
panel of fellow employes. The
husband appears before
workers in his office or plant,
the wife does the same. Then
the two groups compare notes
and offer counseling and
"criticism," the word that
occurs frequently in this
country.
when a death occurs, family
members wear black armbands
fora week or so. Again, there is
no elaborate ritual or expensive
funeral.
Cremation
is
customary in the larger cities,
with the ashes returned to the
family or stored in a central
location. In the countryside.
below-the-ground burials still

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

SERVICES OFFERED

SERVICES OFFERED

•

Sizes Elsie' to 24x40'

Termites
Eat Your Home

itaft

IC

Completely Assembled including floors, Aluminum Sidesvalls and Roof
HELP WANTED

floor joists, 16" apart mounted on 4x6 penta-treated skids

INDUSTRIAL
ENGINEER.
Light metal fabricator of consumer products has immediate
openings for experienced i.ndustrial engineers in plants
Highway 94
located in Western Kentucky and
Western Tennessee. Applicants
Route 3- - Murray, Ky.
should be experienced in time
study, cost control, plant layout
Telephone 753-3734 or 753-5693
and tooling. We offer an attractive salary, benefits, plus
growth potential leading to plant
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
1966-860 FORD twin screw, 5 and BEAGLE DOGS, running dogs management. Send complete
3 speed. 220 Cummins. One and gun dogs. Nights phone 753- resume to P.O. Box 32-B,
60 ACRE FARM with 5 room owner. Can be seen at Midway 2274,afternoons, 753-3151. 023P Murray, Ky, 42071. Equal opportunity employer.
025C
brick house, 8 miles south of Truck Stop on Hazel Highway.
Murray, on Highway 121. Day Would consider taking good car 5 HP QUINCY Air Compressor,
phone 753-1443, after 5 pin. 436- in on trade.
027P like new, Brent Adams Body
JEWELS BY PARK LANE,
TFC
5489.
INC.
Shop,202£. Main Street.
023C
Now opening in Murray
.1966 MUSTANG, Also RCA
surrounding areas
electric
range.
Phone
753FOUR ROOM house with bath.
Party Plan Managers
JOHN DEERE one row corn
We
pay Guaranteed salaries
212 acre lot with garden place and 8534.
024C picker, in good condition, $250.00.
from 5100.00 to 5500.00 per
out buildings. If interested phone
Phone 489-2646 after 4:00
week,
plus top overrides, offer
753-4636 or after 5:00 pill. 753- 1970 KAWASAKI 500. Phone 753- pitt
023C
extensive expense account,
TFC
9350.
025C 8550.

Darnell Marine Sales

FOR RENT
SMALL FIVE room house, unfurnished with electric heat.
024P
Phone 753-1798.
FOUR ROOM furnished apartment. Only $65.00 per month. Also
water furnished. Phone 435024C
4465.

64-4--_,
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Spiders

•

jorroN

Roaches
Carry Germs

Protect Your Home!
Do not be deceived! Termites work 24 hours a
day the year round...Winter and Summer.

CALL TODAY FOR FREE INSPECTION
"EVERY DAY YOU DELAY
LETS BUGS HAVE THEIR WAY"

Kelley's Termite
Pest Control

100 S. 13th Street
Murray, t(y.
Phone 753-3914 Day or Nite
Home Owned and Operated Over 20 Years
r Licensed by State of Kentucky
r Member Chamber of Commerce

NEATLY FURNISHED two
bedroom apartment, married
cash bonuses, and profit
CUSTOM comBfw_rp, plus WILL DO any type of carpenter
couple or single. Located 100
sharing
No
territory
hauling corn or beans. Phone'753- work, small or large jobs. Free
restrictions
South 13th Street. May be seen at
BY OWNER; Reduced, three
8090.
October25C estimate. Phone 753We
pay
50
per
cent
corn•
024C
Kelly's Pest Control,
mission to demonstrators
bedroom brick at 1106 South 16th
November6NC
7955.
plus.
Absolutely
no
in
Street. $20,000.00. Phone 753vestment
of
any
GENERAL
kind,
no
HOUSE
wiring.
TWO-BEDROOM Mobile Home. 1668.
TFC
delivering and no collecting.
Installation or rework. No job too
Carpeted throughout. Gas heat,
Quality
product.
at
•
BULLS or HEIFERS,
big or too small.Call for estimate FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
reasonable priceS Be on the
on private lot in Hazel. Phone 492- "B( OWNER; four bedroom
/ ground floor with a stable 436-2159, Jim.
Oetober23P installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC
9785.
023C ,home, with large den, large
From 1 Week to Weaning Age
Company
established
(
f, All irrformation
private patio, large utility room,
kept con.
•
fidential Experienced Party
For Further Information
NICE TWO bedroom trailer, maple cabinets, dishwasher,
Plan people may call collect:
Nancy Lockwood, Secretary
carpeted, hurricane straps, also garbage disposal. Close to Carter
to the President, 312.777 1550.
10'x20' porch. Couple preferred. and Middle Schools. Priced to Lq
Others may write 6610 West
One mile out of city limits. Phone sell. Bank loan available to right
Irving.Park Road. Chicago,
III, 60634
753-4770.
024C person. Phone 753-1822 days, or
753-6342 nights.
TFC
OIL BURNER furnace and fuel REFRIGERATOR WITH ice
TWO BEDROOM furnished or
LOUISVILLE, KY. Ph. 637-2778
THREE
BEDROOM
house
brick
tank. Ideal for clean up shop or maker. Like new. One Hotpoint COOKS HELPER, night shift, no
central
unfurnished apartment,
phone
calls-.
Apply Colonial
with central heat and air, on warehouse. Phone 753-4846 or 753- washer, less than one year old,
MEMPHIS, TENN. Ph. 525-1415
heat and air. Good location.
TFC
023C needs minor repairs. One porH House Smorgasbord.
Available October 1. Phone 753-- 150'x200' size lot. Located three 4417.
NASHVILLE, TENN. Ph. 256-5847
table Panosonic TV. Good con-'
TFC miles north of Murray on 16th
4331.
WANTED PARTNER, must be
Street. Phone 753-6795.
024C ANTIQUE PIANO, also two dawn. Phone 753-6200.
Ph. 621-2932
ST.
LOUIS, MO.
023C ambitious,
experienced in pest
Siamese kittens, 10 weeks old,
control, to handle local accounts...
THREE BEDROOM, bath and 1'2 THREE BEDROOM brick home full blooded Seal Point. Phone
FRENCH HORN, model 60
Cape Cod house, full basement, with 11
/
2 baths, patio, outside Daythel Turley 753-9973.
023C Double Conn. Excellent con- Established company. Phone
NOTICE
CARPET-LINOLEUM indecorated.
Near storage building. All 'appliances
newly
Bowling Green, Ky., 781-6377 or
dition.
Case
Price
like
new.
University, Located 501 North built-in. If interested phone 753Louisville, Ky., 361-3343.
028C MALL WORLD ELECTRONICS stallations and repairs, all types.
BEAGLE DOGS, running dogs $220.00. Good for beginners or
Residential or commercial. For
16th, Phone Benton 527-7542 after 5287.
024C and gun dogs. Nights phone 436- concert band. Phone 753-4720
307 N. 4th 753-6091
free estimate phone 436026P
5:00 p.m.
CHRISTMAS JOBS
TELEVISION,
RADIO,
2274, afternoons, 753-3151. 025NC after 5:00 p.m.
023P
November1C
2124.
NOW AVAILABLE
SMALL APPLIANCE
50 per cent comm,ssion
SALES & SERVICE
MUSIC
GREEN ACRES Court, North
to demonstrators
SPECIALIZING IN CB & CAR
‘50 TRIUMPH motorcycle, 1970 PORTABLE ELECTRIC heater,
JOHN'S REPAIR Service.
Free 543000 fashion war
RADIO REPAIR
16th Extended. Two bedroom
4,000
volts.
watts,
Used
one
220
drobe
model. Good condition. 15,000
Plumbing-electric
al-roofing and
trailer,carpeted living room, city
Music Lussons
Absolutely no investment
miles. $1,150.00, or best offer. year. Price $25.00. Phone 753-4720
carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or
Professional teachers of
Of any kind, no delivering
Water furnished. Singles or
Phone 753-9656.
City of Murray property taxes 753-7625 nights.
0413 after k:00 p.m. Monday through
Piano, organ, voila., guitar,
TFC
and no collecting.
couples. $60.00. Phone 753-3043 or
_
accordion, drums and band
023P
Friday.
Salaried managerial position
are
due. A ten ( 101 per cent
753-1632.
024C
instruments. .1 & B Music
plus, available .
1952 WILLIS JEEP, overhead
penalty will be added to all- un- BULLDOZER WORK, trucking,
Center, Murray, Ky. 753Call Cotter-?:- N AWN/
7575.
Call Collect: Nancy Lock
valves newly reconditioned, 450 HONDA. Any offer conpaid -tax bills November- 1...,0e- ,alao hank gravel( fill dirt and
EXTRA NICE trailer, carpeted,
wood, 312 777-1550 or write
excellent condition, $550.00. Also sidered. Must sell, going overtober 31 is the last day to avoid topsoil. -Phone "tallith, 334-8138;
color TV,air conditioned, electric
JEWELS BY PARK LANE,
023P
an electric automatic Trap. seas. Phone 753-4862.
the penalty. Taxes are payable at or 354-8161 after 5:DO p.m.
INC
TFC
. 6610 West'Irving Park
fieat. $100.00 per month, deposit
Pianos -Organs
Road, Chicago ill 60634
Singles doubles and triples. Call
the office of the City Clerk in the
required. Phone 753-7358.
TFC
HAMMOND CONSOLE. Full
See why more people buy
days 753-1703, nights 753City Hall Building. The Clerk's ATTENTION HOME owners: Let
Wurlitrer than any other
pedalboard, Drawbar, Hanunond
7831.
025C
piano
Sales-Service -Rental
VERNON'S SHOE Service need office is open each Saturday in us completely cover your home
MOBILE HOME on Kentucky.
Console. Under warranty. Will
purchase Practice piano and
shoe repairman, part or full time, October from 8:90 A.M. to 12:00 with Reynolds weather tight
Lake. Two bedrooms, air constudios. J88 Music Center,
sacrifice. Phone
745-6195,
PORTABLE
030C aluminum siding. Also we do
TRAVEL
crib,
with some experience. Phone 753- Noon.
Murray, Ky. 753-7575.
ditioned, completely furnished.
027C
carrier, stroller, . car seat, Mounds,Illinois.
soffitt and wierhangs on brick.
023C*
9885.
Will rent by week or month.
carrying seat, automatic swing,
Storm windows & door, shutters
TFC
Phone 436-2284.
' FOR RENT
baby clothes and size 1-4 little
and carports. Free estimates.
WAITRESS at the Hazel Cafe.
Raspberry" Call Garland's Aluminum Sergirl's dresses. See at 1110
Apply
in
person
or
call
492FURNISHED APARTMENT, FURNISHED HOUSE for college
Sycamore,
ITC
vice, Route 1, Kirksey, 489-2427 or
9785.
023C
OPENING
wall to wall carpeting, heat, air girls, one block from University
BEAUTIFUL BLONDE
Sedalia 328-8398.
October23C
conditioned, utilities furnished. Available November 1. Phone
SOON!
MILLIONS OF rugs have been
AUTOS
FOR
SALE
SPANIEL
COCKER
One block from University 753-4974,
TFC cleaned with Blue Lustre. It's
H&H SEAL Coating. Protects
campus. Couples only, no pets.
1966 CADILLAC Coup DeVille, all -KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest driveways from winter freeze.
PUPPIES
America's finest. Rent electric
May be seen at 1641 Miller. TFC TWO BEDROOM air conditioned
power,nice. Priced to sell. Phone Control, nhone 753-3914, 100
shampooer $1. Big K, Belaire
South Preserves new driveways and
AKC Registered
trailer, one mile from Murray. Shopping Center.
023C 13th Street. "Every
753-8905, after 5:00 p.m.
028C
day you renews old driveways. All work
TWO BEDROOM trailer, couple $85.00 per month. Water furPhone
guaranteed and free estimate.
delay lets bugs have their
preferred: References. See B.B. nished. Phone Cadiz
1972 VOLKSWAGEN. Good wa>."
023C
BELTONE FACTORY fresh
. 522.
TFC Phone Mayfield 247-7201.
Dill at Dill's Trailer Court, 6332.
condition. Phone 753-8335 or 753023C hearing aid batteries for all make
Murray Drive In Theatre en024C
8407.
Lynn Grove
hearing aids. Wallis Drugs. 025C
TUNING -RepairPIANO
trance.
TFC SMALL FOUR room house with
rebuilding:.. prompt expert serRemember
bath, electric stove. With garden CREOSOTED POIES_and penta
1967 DODGE Coronet 440.
vice. 15 years experience. Bet:hitt
PRIVATE
Tuesday,
TWO
bedroom privileges if desired. On Hazel treated lumber. Also styrofoarn TRAILERS: SEE Brandon Dill Maroon, black vinyl roof, V-8
pianos for sale. Ben W. Dyer,
apartment, gas heat, available Highway, by Nesbitt Fabric logs for dock flotation. Murray after 4:30 p.m. Located at automatic. Phone 753-1319 before
Murray, Kentucky. Phone 753OCCUr.
027C
"There are some old custom' now. $45.00 per month. Also clean Shop, 4 miles from Murray. Lumber Company, 104 Maple Murray Drive In Theatre en- 5:00p.m.
8911.
November21C
TFC Street.
lingering with the farmers,' one bedroom trailer, private lot Phone 492-8356.
025C trance. No phone calls
with
any
fill-up
you are told.
available October 29, $60.00 per
WANT TO BUY
023C 1966 JEEP CJ-5. Has metal to0.
please.
month. Call 489-2595.
025C FURNISHED TWO bedroom 19 GALLON fish tank, 1 side
Less than 28,000 miles. $1450.00.
of
Chevron Gasoline
WANT TO BUY Avco or Eze
trailer, with washing machine panel cracked, light, full cover, BALED HAY.Phone 753023C
Phone 436-2448.
NEW YORK lUPD Flow 3 point hitch spinner seed
FURNISHED APARTMENT. $50 and dressing room separate from black gravel, pump, under gravel 5351.
023P
EVERY TUESDAY
You've heard: stay away from
and fertilizer spreader, in good
open doors and windows in an per month. Electric heat. bath. Also city water furnished. filter and heater. Over $120.00
1967 FIREBIRD, good condition.
condition. Phone 753-8609 after
electric storm? Well, the Married couple only. Call 753-5074 Only $70.00 per month. Phone worth of equipment and ac- FRIGIDAIRE refrigerator, -call Call 753-8644. Will accept best
024C
6:00 p ni
Mayfield collect 247-6107. 023P cessories. Wrought iron stand.
National Safety Council after 5:00 p.m.
024C offer. Can be seen at 101 North
435-4592.
magazine, Family Safety,
Phone 753-4881.
ITC
13th Street.
023C
WANT TO BUY old-furniture,
carries a report saying it really
TWO-2 bedroom mobile homes at
doesn't make any difference.
Meters record
junk, or anything of value.
attic
You
If
Hale's Trailer Court. $85.00 per
1961 CHEVROLET. Good tires.
"Lightning can enter a
raids-stilts- November21C
CARD OF THANKS
436-2135.
plume
building whether the window
SACRAMENTO.
Clean. Must sell. Phone 753Calif. month. Contact Wiley Mayfield at
or door is open. closed or
4UP11-Three "tiltmeters- IGA, Northside or Hale's Trailer The family of the late James A.
3516.
023C
WANT TO BUY some 24" hickory
About Our
nonexistent." according to the
developed by the aerospace Court.
031P King expresses sincere gratitude
Phone."
and oak fireplace wood. Phone
industry have been installed
report. •'A bolt, flashing a half
023C
for all cards, food, floral designs,
- Charles Ryan 753-6453.
adjacent to the San Andreas 12's60"
mile or so through highly
Aluminum Plates CHEVROLET TANDEM truck,
MOBILE home, three calls, visitations and prayers
fault in .a new program aimed
checker steel bed, grain sides.
resistant air, isn't likely to have
miles from Murray on Hi4hway
at' earthquake prediction.
its path altered by a window
during the passing gf their loved
Good rubber. Phone Farmington
Before 5:00 p.m.
The tiltmeters, obtained 280, one mile off Highway 94 one God bless you'one and all.
pane or wall."
each
Antique Clocks
028C
382-2163.
Of
from North American Rock- East. Completely furnished,
well's Aiinientica Division in carpeted, washer, and dryer, air
and sell old I
1TP
The Family
1962 FALCON Ranchero pickup
Anaheim, record earth tilt on conditioned. Gas heat,On iarge
NEW YORK (UPI) The Ledger & Times
TAtlEkS :And p,,1 •
both a north-south and east____Csslap_lait_ti_n_g
may
Fair condition. Phone 753help
Between 5:00 p.m.,
her 150 in stia k. Yss
024C
west- axis yds- Even a very lot. Phone 753-5038.
American women to ITOT-The
4th Street
3672.
N.
103
024NC
TRADE
clocks. .1 & B Mum(
OR
icpair
SALE
FOR
& 6:00 p.m. In The
growing garbage problem.
small change can be recorded
-753-7575
Murray, Ky.
for study of the amount, and CLEAN UP shop, near Midway.
Michael Pope, who says so, is
Evening
head
direction of earth tilt. The Phone 753-5311.
of
a
025C 1964 VW,Good condition. Call 753consulting
Country
all
FORD
sedani
1965
Phone 753-1916
project is sponsored by the
028P
engineering
9761.
If you know Our route
firm
that
power, air, radio. Good condition,
specializes in federal, state and
California Division of Miners
boy's number, please call
Phone
13th.
South
One
213
owner.
LOST ic FOUND
municipal studies on pollution
and Geology.
FURNISHED APARTMENT,
BEAR BRAND 55 lb. Kodak
htm first. If you get no
023C
abatement.
living room, kittheo, bathroom 1972 DATSUN 240-Z. One owner. Special hunting bow, complete 753-2520.
results
then
call
John
"Just by registering then,
with shower and bath. One or two. Excellent condition. Four speed. with arrows, extra hunter pojsas
FOUND MALE Dachshund,
Pasco , Jr. at the above
-..1.241,8a4t.for overparkaging, the
1967 T-BIRD, 57,000 miles, one
Saturday evening, October 14, on
number during the hours
Five of the 15 largest banks bedrormis. Zimmerman Apart- Brown with brown interior. $4150 and leather quiver. Just like dew owner, air and power, new tires.
housewife can help allesiate the
cash or trade. Phone 75316th
melds,
Street,
South
753
States
'TAB tiff/1'i greetrina
have
their
United
in
the
753-8609
121 Bypass, wearing collar.
Phone
used.
never
listed
been
4a..risnalt,
Excellent condition. $1,125.00.
023C after 6:00 p.m.
1497.
"frtniiltdirtertoris
California;
problem...-Pope said.
6609.
023C
Phone 489-2627.
024C Phone
023P
753-4136.

HOIST
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CALVES
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After 5:00 p.m.
Phone 4892161
%....
-11..N%.----...0.!•.
.40111.

PASCHALL TRUCK LINES
- DIRECT SERVICE -

FOR SALE

•

435-4871

FREE WASH

ASTRO CAR WASH

CALL

Miss Your Paper
753-1916

254

753-7278

•
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Kentucky Roundup
FRANKFORT, Ky.(API-The state Department of Revenue
has announced that a hearing will be held Wednesday by the
Franklin County Board of Supervisors concerning complaints on
tax assessments for Franklin County.
The hearing will focus on an increase of about $59 million in
assessments imposed by the Department of Revenue. The state
agency revised tax assessments made earlier by the local
property tax valuation administrator, claiming the assessments
were too low.
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Local Students
Nixon To Bring Campaign To On
Lights Staff
Kentucky As Biggest Week Of
Campaigning Is Begun Today

Two seniors at Murray State
University from Murray are
serving
as members of the
production staff for the 1973
version of "Campus Lights."
They are: Kathy Cleaver,
costumes; and Roy Gene Dunn,
sound.
Although the 36th annual
version of "Campus Lights" is
not scheduled until Feb. 15, 16,
17-four months from now-the
planning and writing for the
show has been going on since
mid-summer. The entire script
will be finished sometime in
November.
Written, performed and
directed by students at the
university,"Campus Lights" is
sponsored each year by local
chapters of two professional
music fraternities-Sigma
Alpha Iota and Phi Mu Alphawith proceeds from the show
going to a music scholarship
fund.

WASHINGTON t AP )-A conciliatory-sounding statement by
North Vietnam's premier has spurred fresh specuiatton
that a
peace deal is near, while leaving open wide' questions on whether
Hanoi's terms are acceptable to Washington and Saigon.
Premier Pham Van Dong, in a Newsweek magazine interview
published Sunday, said the secret negotiations involving
presidential adviser Henry A. Kissinger "are in an extremely
important phase" and "we will do nothing to jeopardize a happy
contusion."
SAIGON AP i-Henry A. Kissinger left Saigon for Washington
day after the most intensive peace talks of the Indochina war, and
the U. S. Embassy said progress had been made toward a settlement. But it indicated that the U.S. and South Vietnamese
government still differ on some points.
President Nixon's chief foreign policy advisoer flew home to
report to Nixon after six meetings with President Nguyen Van
Thieu. Asked at the airport if his visit had been productive,
Kissinger replied, "It always is when I'm here." Meanwhile, the
South Vietnamese government was reported preparing for the
eventuality of a cease-fire.
WASHINGTON AP)-Sen. George McGovern begins the last
two weeks of his long campaign for the White House today,
declaring that he would rejoice at a pre-elect on peace settiementont, and quoting South Vietnamese President Nguyen Van
Thieu as saying he would resign "if we reduce American military
and economic aid.
The Democratic presidential nominee planned to campaign in
Philadelphia and New York with much of his day devoted to
political television.
WASHINGTON I AP -President Nixon, who has made
relatively few avowedly political appearances in this campaign
season, headed for the populous su suburbs of New York City
today, seeking voted.
First, however, he set up a morning conference with his chief
budget,fiscal and econarnic-policy advisors to continue, the White
House said, a review of legislation -assed by the now-adjourned
Congress.

CINCINNATI AP -The underdog and undermanned Oakland
A's were extended right down to the wire
by. the resurgent Cincinnati Reds before they were able to
capture baseball's World
Series in seven games in the 69th annual Fall Classic.
In the finale, Oakland broke a 1-1 tie with two runs in
the sixth
frame and then withstood a Cincinnati comeback in the
last two
innings. The batting of Gene Tenace and Sal Bando and the
pitching of Jim -Catfish" Hunter and Rollie Fingers were the
most
significant factors in the 3-2 victory.

People In The-News
TAIPEI(AP)-President Dawda Jawara of Gambia completed
an eight-day state visit to Taiwan today, without seeing President
achiang Kai-shel.
Chiang had been scheduled to receive the Gambian leader
before his departure, but the Chinese leader did not appear, appararently because of a cold from which the 84-year-old Chiang is
recovering.
Jawara and Mrs. Jawara appeared at the president's residence
just before they left Taiwan and were received by Madame
Chiang.
At a dinner Sunday night, Jawara extended his "personal good
wishes for his speedy recovery."
Chiang's last public appearance was more than three months
ago, when he met the Saudi Arabian ambassador to Taiwan.
ROME ( AP 1-rrormer Argentine dictator Juan D. Peron has
reaffirmed his intention to return to the South American country,
but he set no date for his return.
"Very soon I will reveal the date for my departure," Peron told
the Rome newspaper II Giornale d'Italia in an interview
published over the weekend.
-Just today. my 'tactical command' in Argentina told me that
my presence is necessary in Argentina," said Peron, now in exile
in Spain.
_ •
In an intreview with the Italian state radio and television network last week, Peron had said his return would come within "a
'
matter of days."
SINGAPORF,d API-Prime Minister Lee Kuan Yew says
Taiwan's eventual reunification with &e Chinese milinland is
inevitable.
He said in a weekend interview that will be an ultimate result of
Japan's new relations with Communist China, which he
said
will lead to complete diplomatic isolat on of President Chaing Kai*11dtland natigaasid-thetiapart al economic isolation._
"I think Theri1117 be..Tali offertng of'itiofinixt
terms ofof reincorporation which will make the process of reabsorbing Taiwan without the use of force more likely to succeed
after President Chaing is gone," Lee said.
7
.
1t-might take five years. I don't know how long the chap will
live..."

Eight Accidents Occur
In City Over Weekend

Haunted House..

Support Of
Nunn Gains
Sen. Cooper

Nixon Visit
Blasted By
Huddleston

Ford Says Polls
Show Huddleston

Ahead In Race

Homecoming ...

MHS Band...

Henry Boyd's Rites
Conducted Sunday
At Funeral Chapel

Planes Comb
Larger Area
For Boggs

The Pril
Source of
In Murra

The Murray City Police had a and run was investigated by
busy weekend, with eight traffic Murray City Police.
accidents, and several citations
Louise C. Smith, Jr. of
issued.
Hendersn, reported that an
Two persons were injured in a unidentified vehicle had struct
two-car collision Friday at 6:30 his 1970-two-door hardtop,
p.ni. at the intersection of 10th causing damage to the rear end.
and Chestnut.
The vehicle was parked on the
Police reports listed drivers lot of the Murray Plaza Court,
of the vehicles involved as on S. 12th, according to police.
Thelma H. Warlord Box 647,
Saturday at 2 p.m., the sixth
and Clani Hutson, 316 N. 12th. accident of the weekend ocInjured in the accident were curred at the intersection of
Mrs. Hutson and a passenger, 12th and Main.
Jerry Hicks. Mrs. Hutson was
Cars involved were driven by
treated and released at the Nancy H. Maggard, 1619
Murray Calloway County Catalina, and Ronald G.
Hospital on Saturday for a neck Wisehart, of Almo according
injury, and Hicks was treated In police.
and released Friday for an
Police reports said the cars
injury to the chest and a con- were both headed south on Main
cussion, according to hospital when the accident occurred.
authorities.
Damage to the Maggard car
At 9 a.m. Saturday, cars was to the rear end, and
driven by Harry. E. Recker, damage to the Wisehart car was
Route Eight, and Mattie M. to the front end, according to
Thomas, Route Three, were police.
involved in a two-car collision at
The last accident Saturday
12th and Olive, according to occurred at 2:30 p.m. on the
police.
parking lot of Roses DepartDamage to the Recker car ment store. Cars involved were
was to the right rear and driven by Audie D. Nix, Box 148,
damage to the Thomas car was and Ludean C. Norman, Route
to the front end, according to Two, according to police.
police reports. Recker was
Investigating officers said the
reportedly • traveling north on Nix car was headed east on the
12th and the Thomas vehicle lot, and the Norman car was
was reportedly traveling east headed south on the lot at the
on Olive at the time of the ac- time of the accident.
cident.
Damage to the Nix car was to
A car and motorcycle acthe left front fender, and
cident at 9:09 am.Saturday left
*damage to the Norman car was
one person injured according to.
to the right front, according to
police. The car was driven by
police.
Thomas S.Sammons,205 N. 6th,
The last accident of the
and the motorcycle was driven
weekend occurred Sunday at
by Timothy D. McKee, ac6125 p.m. at the intersection of
cording to police.
8th and Olive.
Police reports said that
Cars involved were driven by
Rebecca Fulks, 913 Waldrop, Mitchell R. Johnson, Parklane
received bruises in the ac- Drive, and Fred T. Schultz, 802
cident.
Olive, according to police.
Investigating officers said
The Johnson vehicle was
that both vehicles were headed headed west on Olive, and the
east on Main when the accident Schultz vehicle was headed
occurred. Damage to the south, out of a driveway, onto
Sammons car was to the rear Olive, according to police.
bumper, and damage to the
Damage to the Johnson car
cycle was to the front fender was to the front end, and
and fork, according to police. damage to the Schultz car was
At 11:16 a.m. Saturday, to the left front fender, acanother accident occurred at cording to police reports.
the intersection of 12th and
Citations issued over the
Chestnut.
weekend included one for imCars involved were driven by proper registration, no city
David S. Wall, Route Six, and sticker, and no state inspection
Carl E. Brandon, of Morgan- sticker; one for public drunk,
field, according to police.
resisting
arrest, and
Police 1•eports-= snitt -the- hiserderly--conduct: one far no
vehicles were headed west on operators license, and reckless
Chestnut at the time of the driving; one for disorderly
accident. Damage to the Wall conduct; one for disregarding
car was to the rear end, and red light; four for reckless
damage to the Brandon car was driving; one for public drunk;
to the front end, according to one for no operator's license,
police.
improper registration, no city
At 11:40 p.m. Saturday, a hit sticker, and no inspection
sticker;
and
one
for
disregarding stop sign, and
reckless driving.

D. Lofton, Jr.
hurt him politically since he
Both Vice President Spiro T. has advocated U.S. withdrawal
Agnew and his Democratic op- from Vietnam all along.
ponent, Sargent Shriver, were
Pollster Louis Harris said
campaigning today. Agnew McGovern's presidential bid
planned to be in Missouri, Ida- has been hurt because voters
ho and Utah, while Shriver had consider him radical on income
stops in Ohio and
redistribution, unable to make
President Nixon headed for hard decisions because of the
the New York City suburbs. His Eagleton affair, and not truly
schedule included a motorcade an "anti-politics- figure.
through Westchester County, a
Harris said his latest poll .
reception at the Tarrytown showed Nixon preferred by 59
home of Gov. Nelson Rockefel- per cent of those polled, to 34
ler and rallies at Uniondale and per cent for McGovern, a gain
Islip on Long Island.
from 25 per cent for McGovern.
He will return to Washington
He said there was an "untonight, but has other campaign derdog effect" working for
trips planned to Kentucky on McGovern, but that Nixon's
Thursday and Ohio on Satur- lead was so large, McGovern
day.
needs a significant turnaround
Sen. McGovern, who takes to overtake him.
his campaign for the presiden(Cautioned from Page 1)
cy to Philadelphia and New
York today, said he expects to
displays; Mrs. John Barwin "by a narrow margin" on
tholomy, costumes; Mrs. Bob
Nov. 7. He said he has two
Billington, concessions; Mrs.
aides working on appointments
Dan Miller, makeup; and Mrs.
and other immediate problems
John Belt, publicity.
he would face if elected.
Those who visited the
Regarding current negotiaHaunted House last year know
tions for a Vietnam peace setthe treat in store, and those who
tlement, McGovern said: "If
were unable to attend will have
Mr. Nixon can end this war ork
quite and exciting evening to
the night before the election,
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) I'll rejoice alon‘with all other Former Gov. Louie B. Nunn look forward to, Mrs. Belt said.
LOUISVILLE,. Ky. ( AP) - Americans, no matter the polit- told newsmen today "it appears One request, according to Mrs.
Glen Grogan, chairman of the
Democrat Dee Huddleston said ical impact."
that after.° years
.of bitter disSunday night his Republican
But he added it would be appointment there is genuine Kappa Department, is that all
opponent for the U.S. Senate ironic if a peace settlement reason for optimism that we children under six be achas called on President Nixon
will soon have peace in In- companied by an adult, and
parents should use their own
to visit Kentucky "as a desperdochina."
ation attempt to try to stem the
In line with this the GOP can- discretion about bringing their
tide."
didate for the U.S. Senate children. There is more to
Huddleston said that former
called for an immediate mora- entertain small children outside
Gov. Louie Nunn had gone to
torium on "the careless politi- the house this year, so children
of all ages can find something
Washington a couple of weeks
cal rhetoric concerning the
for them at the Haunted House,
ago and failed to obtain a comAmerican role both past and fua spokesman added.
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - ture in Southeast Asia."
mitment from the
. President to
campaign for him in this state. Gov. Wendell Ford said today
Appearing at a joint news
The President is scheduled to that his polls indicate Demo- conference with Sen. John Shervisit the Ashland area crat Walter "Dee" Huddleston man Cooper, R-Ky., Nunn said
Thursday, according to a wee- is "out ahead" in the senatorial "history is full of proof that
kend announcement by Nunn campaign and "The apparent this is a time fpr caution and
(Continued from Page 11
winner Nov. 7."
headquarters.
vigilance. All that has been
Ford
told
a
news
conference sacrificed and all tht has been
Appearing on a televised panon
el program I WHAS) Huddleston he was "tremendously pleased" won on the battlefield must drama reunion dinner.
claimed he has -gained consid- with the movement in the Hud- never be negotiated away at Friday evening. He has made.a
career as an actor on stage,
erably" during the past few dleston campaign.
the bargaining table."
screen and television and apHe said his polls apparently
weeks in Jefferson County,
Cooper's appearance marked
Northern Kentucky and Central were echoed by Republican the beginning of an intensive pears regularly on the afternoon television show, "Days
polls_ since Huddleston's Re- effort to retiring senator
Kentucky.
will of Our Lives."
_
He gave no details, but said-- publieRa opponent,former Goy,. make on Nonn"s
between
behalf
.
President and Mrs. Sparks
he believes Nunn sees the Louie B. Nunn, has called Pres- now and the Nov.-7 election.
held an open house for alumni
trend,, too, and has succeeded ident Nixon to Kentucky this
Cooperteiterated his su(liort
in getting Nixon to come to week to "lengthen" his coat- of both Nunn and President and friends at Oakhurst, the
traditional
residence
of
Kentucky "to bolster those tails.
Nixon and took the opportunity
university presidents, following
Ford said Nixon's appearance to critize
coattails a little bit."
campaign material the
football game. Singer
Asked whether he would wel- at Ashland Thursday and the that indicated he disapproved
Dionne Warwicke appeared in
come a campaign visit by Sen. polls indicate that Nunn was in of Nunn.
concert and the Student
George McGovern, the Demo- trouble.
The reference was to state- Organization sponsored a dance
Ford suggested that Nixon's
(vatic presidential nominee,
appearance might cause a ments Cooper had made re- as a climax to Homecoming
Huddleston replied:
garding certain campaign activities.
"I do not believe it would be backlash against Nunn because
tactics of Nunn during his race
any particular help to me for he would be appearing in the
Other Saturday events ingovernor five years ago.
district of Kentucky's senior for
him to come here."
cluded an alumni smorgasbord
Huddleston said he supports Congressman, Carl Perkins, a
luncheon and the dedication
the Democratic ticket, in- Democrat from Hindman.
program for Faculty Hall, along
cluding McGovern, though he
with the usual array of breakdisagrees with the presidential
fasts, brunches, lunches,
nominee on various issues and
dances and open houses.
reserves the right to continue
Thirty-nine alumni braved
(Ceatinued from Page 1)
to do so.
cold and windy weather Friday
winners were Trenton, Tenn.,
afternoon to compete in the
W.C. (Chess) Wilkins of 16.35
third, Dyer County. second, and
third
annual
Alumni Miller Avenue, Murray. died
Mublenberg Central, first.
Homecoming Golf Tournament this morning at 2:45 a.m, at the
ANCHORAGE, Alaska AP) at the
Class AA awards went to
Murray-Calloway Murray -Calloway County
Memphis Overton, first, Tell - Three military planes com- Country Club.
Hospital. His death at the age of
City, Ind., second, Christian bed an expanded search area
79, followed an extended illness.
Dr.
Karl
Hussung, professor
County, third, and Reidland. through the early hours today
The Murray man was a
of chemistry and a 1954
fourth.
a missing light plane carryfor
member of the University
Funeral services for Henry
alumnus,
won
the
18
-hole
event. Church of
Judges were' Bill Sloan and ing House Democratic Leader
Christ and was a
Boyd of 809 Coldwater Road,
Mounted
Frank Kendeigh of Huntsville, Hale Boggs and three others.
annivers
ary retired farmer of the Lynn
Murray, were held Sunday at
Ala., Paul _ Davis of BranWith Boggs when the Cessna medallions were awarded to the Grove community. Wilkins was
three p.m. at the Goodwin
denburg. band; Mr. and Mrs. 310 vanished on a flight from winner from each of the five an. Army veteran of World War
Funeral Home,Cadiz, with Rev.
Kent Ransdall, Lone Oak, drum Anchorage to Juneau a week decades in the school's history.
Jerre)! White and Rev. Jerry
major and majorette.
ago today were Rep. Nick Beg- They were: J. Matt Sparkman,
Mr. Wilkins and his wife, the
Bailey officiating.
The Murray High Band also ich of Alaska, 40; Roggen L. class of '28; Ralph McCuiston, former Gertie Jones, who
Pallbearers were James
marched in the Murray State Brown, 37, a Begich aide; and class of '38; Bill Read, class of survives, had been married
Stations, Edward
for
Allen, University
'43; K.O. Willis, class of '53; arid fifty-three years
Homecoming Don E. Jonz, the pilot.
on October 18.
Trimble Canningha.m, Mark
Spokesmen for the Rescue Cam Love, class of '72.
parade in Murray Saturday
Survivors include his wife,
Hammond,George Hammonds,
morning along with the Murray Coordination Center at EhnenWinner in the wo en's Mrs. Wilkins; two daughters,
and Hertnan Boyd.
Middle School Band.
dorf Air Force Base near An- division of the
Burial was in the Boyd
tournameli. was Mrs. Wade(Cathryne) Holley of
Band officials said
was chorage said two jet reconnais- Mrs. Sheila Hendrickson, class Cottage Grove, Tenn., and Mrs.
Cemetery in Trigg County. The
aircraft
other
planes,
52
Murray's busiest contest sance
Bennie t Bettie) Jackson of
of '68.
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
schedule in many years having and four Coast Guard cutters
Lynn Grove; one son, Billy
Home of Murray had charge of
attended three marching events were engaged in the search
Part of a special emphasis on Wilkins of St. LOWS,
the arrangements.
MO.; two
in competition with bands from Sunday but were hampered by drama during the Homecoming sisters,
Mrs. Jessie Cummins of
Boyd, age 76, died Friday.at
Tennessee and Kentucky.
clouds, rain and fog.
weekend was the annual fall Detroit, Mich.,
and Mrs. T.G.
7:40 p.m. at his home. He was a
The Murray band received
The air vigil was maintained production of the University &inland of Orange
member of the Liberty Point
City, Fla.
Force
superior ratings from every, early today by an Air
Theatre. "A Flea in Her Ear"
Also surviving are seven
Baptist Church in Trigg County
Judge in every category at each C130 equipped with electronic by Georges Feydeau, directed grandchild
ren who are Mrs.
and had moved to Murray
event and won a total of six sensing equipment and two by Robert E. Johnson, theatre Betty Jo
Holley Clayton, Miss
twenty-three ye‘rs ago. He and
carrying
infrared arts chairman, was presented
trophies for their efforts, The Army Otters
Jan Holley, Miss Patricia
his wife, Mrs. Leila Leneave
Majorette corps also received a photo gear.
Thursday, Friday and Saturday Jackson,
Miss Kathy Jackson,
Boyd, who survives, were
first place at camp prior to the
They combed a 100-mile wide evenings.
Mark Jackson, Miss Sheila
married October 8, 1915. Boyd,
fall term and the field com- band extending some 560 miles
Wilkins and Johnny Wilkins;
born November 21, 1895, in
Charles Magness of Mayfield,
manders were judged out- from Anchorage to Juneau, intwo great grandchildren, Gregg
Trigg County, was the son of the
cluding the Sitka area about 90 vice-president of the Jackson Clayton
standing on each occasion.
and Lori Clayton.
Late W. Sam Boyd and Ellen
Purchase Credit Association,
Field performances still miles south of Juneau.
The funeral has been
Boyd.
remaining on the schedule this
Air Force Maj. Henry Stock- was named Friday evening as scheduled
for Wednesday at
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
year
are
the
Murrac- er said Jonz had inquired about the Outstanding Agriculture eleven a.m, at the chapel
Boyd; one daughter, Mrs.
of the
outlook
be- Alumnus of the Year by the
Russellville football game the Sitka weather
Max Churchill Funeral Home
Mason ( Wilma Billington, 1515
Friday, October 27, and the fore taking off, presumably as Agriculture Alumni Club at the
with Hollis Miller of Murray
Henry Street, Murray; one son,
final game on November 3.
a landing alternative in case annual _dinner.
and
Bro. Bell of St. Louis, Mo.,
William D. Boyd of -Cadi'; one
The band members and Juneau was socked in by fog or
officiating.
ier, Mrs.Ittlaa...C.1?rain
their ap'FREE PUPPY •
. Burial will be in the Murray
of fierridiitr, thrie- 'gram - LcthrS
pria-atinn to-trw-gudent-scinvi 2 Stocker-also !aid The. Sitka
children, Mrs. Ray (Penn 1. administtat
.eemetery with the
pu_PP1?.
ion, and citizens of area could have beeii
months old, female, With all "irranifirtient-sHenderson of Cadiz, and Jon. Murray for
theMuiT
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Mark Billington and Phillip support
Funeral Home where
this fall, a band by five California ham radio pet. For information
call 753- friends- may call after three
Billington, both of Murray.
operators.
spokesman said.
6978.
p.m. today ( Monday ).

By GREGORY NOKES .
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP)-U.S. Sen. John Sherman Cooper of
With the election just two
Kentucky will join GOP senatorial candidate Louie B. Nunn at weeks and a day away, Presithree campaign appearances today.
dent Nixon today started the
A spokesman for the campaign headquarters of Nunn said the biggest week so far of his rejoint appearances are geared to emphasize Cooper's support for election drive. He will camNunn in Nunn's effort to gain the seat Cooper is vacating.
paign in New York, Kentucky
The two were scheduled to appear at 9 a.m. at the Phoenix Hotel and Ohio.
in Lexington, at 11 a.m. at the Ramada Inn in Louisville and at
Meanwhile, Sen. George
6:30 p.m. at the Jaycees Pavilion in Bowling Green.
McGovern said it would be
ironic if a pre-election settlement of the Vietnam war hurt
L)UISVILLE, Ky. (AP).-Sen. Edmund Muskie of Maine is
his chances of beating Nixon,
scheduled to visit Louisville and Lexington Tuesday to boost the
although he would "rejoice
senatorial candidacy of Democrat Dee Huddleston.
along with all other AmeriMuskie will be in Louisville Tuesday morning and travel to
cans" over an end to the war.
Lexington that afternoon. Muskie is the second congressional
The editor of the Republican
figure to stump for Huddleston in the current campaign. Sen.
party newsletter "Monday" acHenry Scoop Jackson of Washington state visited Kentucky on
knowledged that he helped othHuddleston's behalf two weeks ago.
er Democratic canddatess try
Kentucky's delegation to the Democratic National Convention
to defeat Sen. Edmund M. Musoriginally threw its support behind Muskie but switched the bulk
kie, D-Maine, during the presiof its support to Jackson after Muskie withdrew from contention
dential primary in New Hampfor the presidential nomination.
shire. It was a "justifiable
campaign tactic," added John
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Bun Smith of Murray Route
One succumbed Saturday at six
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. He was 75
years of age and his death
followed an extended illness.
The deceased was a life long
,resident of the
Coldwater
community and was a retired
employee of the Merit Clothing
Company, Mayfield. He was a
member of the Coldwater
United Methodist Church.
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Smith was born February 17,
1897; in Kentucky and was the
son of the late Tom Smith and
Nancy Humphreys Smith.
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Survivors include fifteen
nieces and nephews who are
Thomas Smith, Ira Smith.
James Stone, Fred Stone, Mrs
Carlene Watson, Mrs. Willie
Mae Bridges, Mrs. B.F.
Richardson, Mrs. Lorene Geib,
Mrs. Vernon Nanny, Mrs
Wattie
McClain,
Mrs
Margaline Hassey, Mrs. Ruby
Drew, Mrs. Anna Laura Cain.
Mrs.Ortance Barkley, and Mrs
Ed Massey.
Funeral services are being
held today at two p.m.
at the
Coldwater United Methodist
Church with Rev. Johnson
Easley and Rev. Jim
Puckett
officiating.
.
Serving as pallbearers are
Thomas Smith, Devoe Bridge,
Adrian Cloys, Fred Stone, Ira
Smith, and James Stone.
_
---Interrnent---will-be
Bazzell Cemetery with the
arrangements by. the Max
Churchill Funeral Home.
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